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USER'S GUIDE FOR ANALYSIS OF FINITE ELASTOPLASTIC DEFORMATION:
THE FIPDEF AND FIPAX PROGRAMS FOR THE CDC 6600
by Jon R. Osias*
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
The FIPDEF and FEPAX programs provide analysis capability for problems of two-
dimensional finite deformation of elastoplastic bodies. Applications are restricted to
problems amenable to analysis in two spatial dimensions. Both programs, FIPDEF for
problems of plane strain and plane stress, and FIPAX for axisymmetric cases, allow
treatment of monotonic and cyclic loading of isotropic materials which exhibit no
Bauschinger effect. Elastic unloading, as, for example, in tensile necking, is automat-
ically treated. No restriction is placed upon deformation magnitude other than the avail-
ability of material property data. Stress - plastic strain data points are used directly,
providing a piece-wise linear relation, thereby eliminating any need for curve fitting of
experimental property data. The input data points must reflect a strictly positive rate
of hardening.
The problem of finite elastoplastic deformation has been posed as a quasi-linear
initial- and boundary-value problem (refs. 1 and 2). The subject programs perform
requisite integrations of the governing equations over space and time. The analyses
presume the existence of a stress-free reference configuration and require that it be
modeled by an array of triangular finite elements. The initial geometry may include
sharp notches. Complete problem definition requires specification of material property
information, elastic constants and stress-strain data, and an incremental boundary con-
dition history involving boundary loads and/or displacements.
The user's guide is intended to support problem solving utilization of the programs.
Matters of theoretical formulation and numerical procedure are documented in refer-
ences 1 to 3 and are not detailed here. Specification of problem input and output as well
as sample problem input and output are provided. Summary information on program
structure and auxiliary storage requirements is presented. The user is presumed to be
familiar with the operational aspects of finite-element analysis as well as FORTRAN IV
programming for the CDC 6600.
*Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; National Research Council - NASA Resident Research Fellow
in 1973.
INTRODUCTION
The FIPDEF (finite planar plastic deformation) and FIPAX (finite plastic axisym-
metric deformation) computer programs perform incremental finite-element analysis of
problems of elastoplastic deformation which admit modeling in two spatial dimensions.
The deformation may be viewed as either infinitesimal or finite; that is, according to
user specification, the analysis considers the undeformed and deformed configurations
of a body to be either indistinguishable or distinct.
Should the deformation be considered finite, the numerical analysis is based on ob-
jective, complete forms of the incremental equilibrium and elastoplastic constitutive
equations. Consequently the analysis is valid irrespective of deformation magnitude.
This feature provides the principal distinction between the capabilities of the subject
finite-element programs and other available formulations employing, for example, sim-
ple "updating" of nodel coordinates or "large" displacement - "small" strain kinemat-
ics appropriate to limited classes of plate and shell problems. The present analyses are
considered appropriate for two-dimensional treatment of the finite deformation of bodies
of arbitrary shape including those containing sharp notches.
The theoretical formulation and numerical procedures employed are detailed in ref-
erences 1 to 3 and will not be reiterated here. It is appropriate, however, to review
several aspects of the general finite-deformation formulation which have a direct bear-
ing on definition and solution of particular problems.
The problem of finite elastoplastic deformation is posed in the form of an initial-
and boundary-value problem whose spatial domain is at all times the current configura-
tion of a deforming solid. The adoption of this Eulerian viewpoint produces a quasi-
linear problem whose solution requires a sequence of spatial integrations of the instan-
taneously linear governing equations. Consecutive spatial integrations, accomplished
by finite-element solution, are coupled by the integration of the dependent variables over
a small increment of time. Thus, to the user, the numerical analysis appears as an in-
cremental process producing the entire history of deformation, boundary loading, and
internal stress and strain fields.- In the limit of infinitesimal deformation, the formula-
tion and numerical implementation reduce to a conventional incremental finite-element
analysis of infinitesimal elastoplastic deformation.
The piecewise linear nature of the numerical analysis allows the solution of finite-
deformation problems at no greater computational expense than is required for analysis
of infinitesimal elastoplastic deformation. Furthermore, this feature allows efficient
automatic treatment of elastic unloading and cyclic plasticity.
Problem definition requires specification of a finite-element map corresponding to
the undeformed, stress.-free state; material properties, elastic constants and equivalent
stress - plastic-strain data; and an incremental boundary condition history involving
boundary components of displacement, load, or admissible combinations thereof.
As deformation proceeds the finite-element map deforms providing a material ref-
erence frame for tracking stress and strain field components within the Eulerian frame-
work of the analysis. Consequently incremental boundary condition specifications must
reflect conditions applied to the deformed state at each increment.
Principal features of both programs include:
(a) User specification of either infinitesimal or finite deformation analysis
(b) Choice of either isotropic elastic or work-hardening elastoplastic material be-
havior
(c) Data point specification of the equivalent stress - plastic strain relation
(d) Automatic treatment of elastic unloading and cyclic plasticity
(e) Program control of incremental loading history in accordance with user specifi-
cation of maximum allowable incremental stress magnitude
(f) Problem interruption and restart capability.
Additional options for both programs are defined in the input data tables of the sections
dealing with the individual programs.
This user guide is divided into four sections dealing with details of program usage,
including problem definition, specifics of utilization for each of the programs, and sam-
ple problem input and output. The program sections include information on input data,
output data, program structure, and array dimensioning.
Before proceeding the user must be cautioned in several respects. These programs
have been extensively verified and evaluated only for a limited class of displacement
bounded problems of particular interest to the developer (see, e.g., refs. 1 and 2).
The user is encouraged to undertake his own verification for those types of problem he
intends to consider. It is assumed that the user is familiar with the operational aspects
of finite-element analysis (ref. 4), FORTRAN IV programming, and the CDC SCOPE
operating environment.
SYMBOLS
dPf effective plastic strain rate,1 = fe/SJdRdE
dj, deformation rate, = (l/2)^avi/3x' + dv./dxlj
E Young's modulus (linear elastic)
F^ i component of load vector at node N
f i component of lineal boundary loading density
Repeated index implies summation over i,j = 1,2,3.
J, i component of J integral
#0 . second invariant of deviatoric stress, = (1/2) S..S-.
0 L> 1] 1]
K bulk modulus (linear elastic)
I . deformed tensile test specimen gage length
I initial tensile test specimen gage length
RJJ radial coordinate of node N
r, z cylindrical spatial coordinates
S.. deviatoric Gauchy stress
v^ velocity field
xi(i=l, 2,3) general spatial coordinates
x, y Cartesian spatial coordinates
yP octahedral plastic strain, = (l/V2jegf .
€gf effective plastic strain, = J d^. dt
a uniaxial stress in simple tension
aef effective stress, = (3 0
TQ octahedral stress, f V2/3J a
PROGRAM USAGE
Problem Definition
This discussion is limited to those facets of problem definition unique to the present
analysis of finite deformation. Additional program-dependent specifics of input and out-
put are given in later sections.
Independent variables of the analysis include two spatial coordinates and "time. "
Spatial coordinates are defined in a single fixed reference frame throughout the solution
of a given problem. Since application is limited to problems of quasi-static deformation
of rate-insensitive elastoplastic materials, the entire analysis is independent of time
scale. Thus "time" represents any parameter convenient as an ordering reference for
the deformation process.
Geometry. - The geometry of a deforming body is always given by the instantaneous
configuration of the finite- element map. The initial, stress-free configuration is speci-
fied by definition of an array of triangular elements, each defined by the positions of
three vertex nodes. Nodal coordinates are defined in the fixed Cartesian (FIPDEF) or
cylindrical (FIPAX) coordinate system of the analysis. Nodes are assigned numerical
identification in the order of specification of their coordinates. Elements are numbered
in the order of specification of triplets of node numbers, each triplet defining a single
element. Within each triplet nodes must be specified in counterclockwise order around
the element. As deformation proceeds, the element map is deformed by updating of the
nodal coordinates.
Material properties. - Elastic and elastoplastic material properties must be sup- -.-
plied. Elastic properties required are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of linear
elasticity. It is assumed that stress levels considered are sufficiently low (cr^/E « 1)
that the elastic portion of the deformation is adequately represented by linear elasticity.
Incompressible elastic material behavior in plane strain or of axisymmetric bodies may
be approximated by specification of a bulk modulus considerably greater than the Young's
modulus (K/E > 1000) for the material. In plane stress such behavior is treated exactly
by prescribing a Poisson's ratio of 0. 5.
Plastic deformation is governed by a discrete input relation between an equivalent
stress and an equivalent plastic strain. The relation is supplied in the form of data
point pairs. Equivalent stress-strain data may be supplied in terms of either effective
(ff f> e^f) or octahedral (T, y^\ quantities. Thus, if property data are available from
uniaxial tensile testing, the stress-strain relation input data are found as
V2
The present formulation and numerical implementation are restricted to the considera-
tion of work- hardening materials. The slope of the stress-plastic strain curve must be
strictly positive.
Boundary conditions. - The principal unknowns of the analysis are nodal displace-
ment and force vectors. Coordinate components of nodal vector quantities, position,
displacement, and force are identified by index numbers derived from the node numbers.
At node N the x.. component of a vector quantity is indexed as number (2N - 1) and the
x2 component as (2N) in a matrix vector containing components at all nodes. In planar
analysis (FIPDEF), x.. = x and Xg = y; while in axisymmetric analysis, x.. = r and
Boundary conditions are set by prescribing a sequence of incremental values for ap-
propriate nodal forces and/or displacements. The default condition at all nodes is null
valued force components. This condition is automatically removed at any node by speci-
fication of nonzero incremental force components or of incremental displacement compo-
nents. All incremental nodal boundary values are applied to the instantaneous configura-
tion of a deforming body. Nodal force components represent loads not tractions. Thus
in a plane stress analysis where thinning is considered nodal force components are loads
on present thickness not load per unit thickness; the initial thickness is assumed to be
unity but subsequently may vary. In axisymmetric analysis nodal force components are
of the form
where R^ is the present radial coordinate of node N and f. is a ring loading density.
For further discussion of nodal force boundary conditions see references 1 and 2.
Incremental values of nodal force and displacement components may be specified
individually for each increment (nonuniform conditions) or by providing a single value at
each increment which is to be applied to a number of components (uniform conditions).
Uniform and nonuniform boundary condition specification modes for displacements or for
forces may not both be used in a single problem.
The total number of integration steps comprising a complete analysis is determined
by two factors. The number of increments is user determined by the manner of boundary
condition specification as discussed previously. Each increment may be divided into a
number of smaller integration steps, or substeps, by invoking an "autoload" option that
restricts element stress variation within any substep. The autoload option requires user
specification of maximum values for yield stress overshoot (applied to both initial yield
and secondary yielding in cyclic loading) and octahedral stress variation over any inte-
gration step. The programs will divide user prescribed increments into a number of
substeps to insure compliance with these stress -variation tolerances. The user may
thereby obtain controlled accuracy but loses precise control over the amount of com-
puting required.
Restart Capability
Problems involving uniform displacement boundary conditions may be restarted at
preselected integration steps of the analysis. After each such integration step a restart
data block containing sufficient data for restart of the analysis is written into a user
declared file. The user must specify the interval between integration steps from which
restart data blocks are filed. Program response to the restart data interval specification
6
will involve counting of increments or of substeps as the autoload option is suppressed
or activated. Restart data blocks filed for a particular problem are identified by number
in their order of generation. A restarted problem may employ an additional number of
uniform incremental boundary displacements and/or a revised or extended stress-strain
curve.
The FIPDEF program allows restart data to be stored on either cards or tape files.
The FIPAX program uses only tape.
Program Considerations
Program array dimensions are problem dependent and must be user specified by
source code modification. Detailed requirements are given in sections discussing the
FIPDEF and FEPAX programs.
If restart data blocks are to be written into or retrieved from tape files, the tape
must be declared as logical file TAPE1.
ASCII formatting conventions (ref. 5) are employed and must be declared when the
programs are compiled on the CDC RUN compiler.
THE FIPDEF PROGRAM
Analysis capability is provided for problems of planar deformation under conditions
of either plane strain or plane stress. Either infinitesimal or finite-deformation analy-
sis may be performed. Plane stress finite-deformation analysis may consider or ne-
glect the effects of local thinning from an initial unit thickness. If thinning is considered,
boundary force vectors are total loads on present thickness; if thinning is neglected,
force vectors are to be interpreted as load per unit thickness.
Restart data blocks generated from intermediate integration steps may be stored on
tape. A restart block from the final step of an analysis may be retained on either tape
files or cards.
In the following sections information is provided on input/output data, program
structure, and array variable minimum dimensions.
Input Data
In this section the complete FIPDEF input card stream for both initialization and




1 - 16(14, Ix) NINC: Number of loading increments.
\
NINF: Deformation mode control.
NINF = 1: full finite deformation analysis.
= 2: thinning suppressed (valid only for NZZ = 1 (CD. 8)).
' = 3: infinitesimal deformation analysis.
NOUTP: Output print interval (default value, 1).
NPT: Input source key.
NPT = 0: initial card input; no restart data to be generated.
= 1: restart problem or initial problem card input with
restart data to be generated.
Note: NPT = 1 is admissible only for NDIS = 0 on CD. 8 and
NFC = 0 on CD. 12.
NPRNT: Increment number for initial output printing (default
value, 1).
NITER: Maximum allowed cyclic loading evaluation iterations
(default value-no limit).
INCP: Nodal data output control.
INCP = 0: partial output.
= 1: full output.
(See output block 14.)
If NPT = 0, skip to CD. 7.
2 16(14, Ix) NPTR: Restart data control.
NPTR = 1: restart data on tape.
= 2: restart data on cards.
= 3: initial problem from card data with restart data to
be generated.
NEXT: Restart problem extension key.
NEXT =0: no problem extension.
= 1: initial problem extended by increasing the number
of loading increments.
Note: NEXT is ignored for NPTR = 3.
NTBLK: Number of the restart block on file TAPE1 from which
problem data is to be retrieved.
NTMAX: Total number of restart record blocks on TAPE1.
CD Format Data
2 16(14, Ix) Notes: (a) Analysis will restart from block NTBLK and addi-
tional restart record blocks will be placed following block
NTMAX.
(b) NTBLK, NTMAX are ignored for NPTR = 2.
NOUTR: Increment/substep interval for tape restart data genera-
tion (default is no data generation).
NPTG: Final increment restart data generation control.
For ISC = 0 (no "autoload, " see CD. 27) -
NPTG = 0: no restart card data produced.
= 1: restart card data produced after the last substep
of increment NINC.
For ISC = 1 ("autoload" increment control, see CD. 27) -
NPTG = 0: no restart data generation from last increment/
substep analysis.
= 1: restart data on TAPE1 and output print from last
increment/substep analysis so long as NOUTR =£0
on CD. 2.
NPROP: Restart problem stress-strain curve key.
NPROP = 0: use original curve.
= 1: new curve to be supplied.
If NPTR = 3, skip to CD. 7.
If NPTR = 2, the restart card block is placed here.
If NPTR = 1,2 and NEXT = NPROP = 0, skip to CD. 27.
If NPTR = 1,2,' NEXT = 0, and NPROP = 1, skip to CD. 5.
3 14 NINC: New maximum number of loading increments.
4 10F8.1 TD(I): Kl < I < K2 (see CD. 14).
Kl = first increment number of restarted problem.
K2 = NINC on CD.3.
If NPROP = 0, skip to CD. 27.
5 14 NPSS: Number of data points on revised stress-strain curve (see
CD. 22); NPSS ^3.
6 2E20.10 SS(I): 1 < I < 2 (NPSS). Stress-strain curve data point vector;
one ordered pair (a , e^) per card; data may be either
octahedral or effective (see CD. 22).








NCAR: Output carriage control character.
TITLE: Alphanumeric, up to 70 characters.
IBD: Bandwidth = (2) (|N2 - Nl | + 1) where |N2 - Nl | = maxi-
mum difference in numbers assigned to adjacent nodes.
NRD: Number of degrees of freedom associated with complete
problem before application of boundary conditions.
NEL: Number of elements.
NXY: Nodal coordinate input format key for CD. 10.
NXY = 1: five nodal coordinate pairs per card.
= 2: one nodal coordinate pair per card.
NDIS: Incremental displacement boundary condition mode:
NDE3 = 0: uniform.
= 1: nonuniform.
NF: Incremental force boundary condition mode.
NF = 0: uniform.
= 1: nonuniform.
NZZ: Planar analysis mode control.
NZZ = 1: plane stress.
= 2: plane strain.
NM(I): 1 < I < 3 (NEL); element definition, node identification in
counterclockwise order around each element.
XYMO(I): 1 < I < NRD; nodal coordinates in (x, y) pairs (see
NXY, CD. 8).
SFX: x-coordinate scale factor.
SFY: y-coordinate scale factor.
DX: x-coordinate shift after scaling.
DY: y-coordinate shift after scaling. .
NDC: Number of degrees of freedom eliminated by nonzero in-
cremental displacement conditions.




12 16(14, Ix) NFC: Number of degrees of freedom eliminated by nonzero incre-
mental force conditions.
IDBC: Incremental nodal displacement boundary condition array
input order (see CD. 15) (ignored for NDIS = 0 on CD. 8).
IFBC: Incremental nodal force boundary condition array input
order (see CD. 19) (ignored for NF = 0 on CD. 8).
NNF: Number of boundary nodal force components included in
boundary load summation (see CD. 23).
If NDC - 0, skip to CD. 16.
13 16(14, Ix) NDP(I): 1 < I < NDC; identification of boundary incremental nodal
displacement components set to nonzero values.
If NDIS = 1, skip to CD. 15.
14 10F8.1 TD(I): 1 < I < NINC; values of uniform incremental boundary
nodal displacement.
If NDIS = 0, skip to CD. 16.
15 10F8.1 DBC(I, J): 1 < I < NINC array (NINC rows, NDC columns)
1 < J < NDC
Incremental displacement boundary condition value array. In-
put order is governed by IDBC (CD. 12) as
IDBC = 0: input DBC by columns.
= 1: input DBC by rows.
Note: Values are assigned to particular boundary displace-
ments in the order of specification of the NDP(I) on CD. 13;
e.g., DBC(I, J) = incremental value assigned to displacement
NDP(J) at increment I.
16 16(14, Ix) NZP(I): 1 < I < NZC; nodal incremental displacement components
set to zero values for all increments.
If NFC = 0, skip to CD. 20.
17 16(14, Ix) NFP(I): 1 < I < NFC; identification of boundary nodal incremental
force components set to nonzero values.
If NF = 1, skip to CD. 19.




If NF = 0, skip to CD. 20.
19 10F8.1 FBC(I, J): Nonuniform boundary nodal incremental force boundary
condition value array; defined analogously to DBC(I, J),
CD. 15, in terms of NINC, NFC, IFBC, NFP.
20 3E20. 8 PRT: Poisson's ratio, elastic.
YMD: Young's modulus, elastic.
RKAP: Bulk modulus, elastic.
Note: In plane strain, for PRT < 0.5 the input value of RKAP
is ignored and RKAP = YMD/[3(1 - 2PRT)] is used. In plane
stress the input value of RKAP is ignored.
21 16(14, Ix) IPSS: Stress - plastic-strain data point pair input order key.
IPSS
 =
the input order is
NPSS: Number of stress - plastic-strain curve input points;
NPSS > 3.
Note: If NPSS = 0, an elastic analysis will be performed; the
maximum octahedral stress must be less than 10 lb/
in.2.
If NPSS = 0, skip to CD. 23.
22 2E20.10 SS(I): 1 < I < 2(NPSS); stress - plastic-strain curve data point
pairs are read one pair per card (pair order set by IPSS on
CD. 21) for NPSS cards.
Note: (a) The first point must be the proportional limit stress
corresponding to e^ = 0 . 0 .
(b) The first strain value is assumed to be 0.0. If the first
strain input value is >0.0, the stress-strain data are assumed
to be in terms of octahedral quantities. If the first value is
<0.0, the data are assumed to be effective quantities.
(c) The data must relate stress and logarithmic plastic strain.
23 16(14, Ix) NSF(I): 1 <C I <NNF; boundary nodal force components which are
to be summed and output as total applied load.
24 16(14, Ix) NPATH: Number of contours in the x-y plane on which the J in-
tegral is to be computed.
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CD Format Data
24 16(14, Ix) Note: If NPATH = 0; no J integral computation is per- ~
formed. (For J integral definition, see refs. 6 and 7.)
If NPATH = 0, skip to CD. 27.
Note: The J integral is computed as a contour integral on
piecewise continuous paths defined in terms of segments
each of which is finite-element boundary. Thus a single
path is defined by N segments involving N+ 1 nodes. An
internal segment is bounded by two elements, a boundary
segment by one.
25 16(14, Ix) NPSEG(I): 1 < I < NPATH; number of segments for each of
the NPATH paths.
26(a) 16(14, Ix) 2NDSEG(I): 1 < I < NPSEG(K) + 1; nodes defining path K,
specified in counterclockwise order along the path.
26(b) 16(14, Ix) 2NELSEG(I): 1 < I < 2[NPSEG(K)]; elements bounding each of
the segments defining path K. For internal seg-3
ments two elements are identified by number;
for boundary segments the second number speci-
fied must be zero.
27 14, Ix, 2F10.0 ISC: "Autoload" load substep scaling option key.
ISC =0: no scaling.
= 1: prescribed loading increments will be divided into
substeps within which EYP, ETO are satisfied.
ETO: Maximum fractional incremental variation of octahedral
stress in any element undergoing plastic flow.
EYP: Maximum fractional overshoot of specified proportional
limit stress in any element; or maximum overshoot of
yield stress for yielding subsequent to elastic unload-
ing.
n
A pair of consecutive cards 26(a), 26(b) are needed for each of the NPATH paths
being defined.
q




27 14, Ix, 2F10.0 Note: "Autoload" substeps will be counted in determining
output printing and tape restart data generation points but
are not considered in setting NINC on CDS. 1 and 3; Kl,
K2 on CD. 4 or in response to NPRNT on CD. 1.
Output Data
Specific output data from the FIPDEF program are dependent on the type of analysis
performed and details of problem definition. All possible output messages and quantities
are defined in this section.
Block Generated for - Contents, [generating subprogram], and OUTPUT
MESSAGE
1 (see footnote 4) .
2 NPT = 1
3 NPT = 0 or
NPT = 1; NPTR = 3
Image of CD. 1. [IOPT].
Image of CD. 2. [IOPT].
START FROM CARDS. [IOPT].
One of the following:
PLANE STRAIN FINITE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
PLANE STRAIN INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATION
ANALYSIS
PLANE STRESS FINITE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
PLANE STRESS FINITE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
THINNING SUPPRESSED
PLANE STRESS INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATION
ANALYSIS
FOR ELEMENT -— THE BANDWIDTH HAS BEEN
CHANGED FROM -— TO ---
(If this message appears, a programmed stop
follows immediately, indicating that IBD on CD. 8
must be increased).
Image5 of CDS. 7 to 26. [SETUPP].
Image of CD. 27. [IOPT].
Output produced for all problems.
Initial nodal coordinates are printed after scaling and shifting according to input
CD. 11.
14















RESTART FROM TAPE. [IOPT].
RESTART FROM CARDS.
PROBLEM EXTENDED FROM Kl TO K2 STEPS.
Kl = increment number from restart data block.
K2 = new final increment number NINC from CD. 3.
TD VECTOR IS TD(I) 1 < I < K2. [IOPT].
NUMBER OF SS POINTS IS NPSS.
SS(I) 1 < I < 2(NPSS). [IOPT].
STATE MAP STEP N-NAUTO. [PRNTIT].
Indicates successful completion of analysis for sub-
step NAUTO of increment N.
PROGRAM IS ITERATING ON STEP N-NAUTO LOAD-
ING REVERSAL FOR ITOT ELEMENTS THESE
ELEMENTS ARE NREV(I) 1 < I < ITOT. .[PRNTIT].
Element loading state key:
generated for all iterations; integer display of IRV
vector indicating state of each element; IRV(I) takes




2 yield has occurred on this increment
3 continuing plastic flow&
4 elastic unloading detected
5 elastic unloading continues
6 false detection of elastic unloading, plastic
flow resumes.
6
Detection of any element in this state causes its flow behavior to be appropriately
modified and the incremental analysis to be repeated.
15






Step N = PT
for NPT = 1
NOUTR * 0
8Step N = P*
12 ISC = 1
13 Step 1 for
NPRNT -0,1
14(a) 8Step N = P*
INCP = 0








TD(1) or DEC (1,
TF(1) or FBD (1,
[OUTPUP].
TAPE RESTART GENERATION (IOPT)
r
L,J)1
L,J)J see footnote 7.
Binary write of restart data on logical file TAPEl.
PT = Nl + (K) (NOUTR) - 1
Nl = first increment of present run
K- 1,2,3,. . . .
THE APPLIED LOAD AT STEP N-NAUTO IS FT
THE INCREMENTAL LOAD IS FI. [OUTPUT].
FT and FI are found as sums of nodal force compo-
nents NSF(I). 1 < I < NNF.
SCALED STEP. [OUTPUP].











Only those quantities appropriate to a particular problem will be printed.
8P* = NPRNT + (K) (NOUTP); K = 0, 1, 2,
16
Block Generated for - Contents, [generating subprogram], and OUTPUT
MESSAGE
15 8Step N = P* Element output:
IRV (see block 8)
Almansi strains - EPSX, EPSXY
principal stresses in x-y plane - SI, S2
maximum shear stress - TM
principal stress in radians from +x axis - THET
Cauchy stresses - SIGY, SIGXY, SIGZ9
equivalent stress - SIGEQ
equivalent plastic strain - EP
thickness stretch10 - LZ. [OUTPUT].





17 8Step N = P* THE ELASTIC ENERGY IS WE
THE PLASTIC ENERGY IS WP
THE TOTAL ENERGY IS WT FOR A LOAD OF FT
18 8Step N = P* Jl = RJ1(I); 1 < I < NPATH
NPATH * 0 J2 = RJ2(I); 1 < I < NPATH
FOR NPATH PATHS
Jl BAR = — WITH STD. DEV. OF ---
J2 BAR = -— WITH STD. DEV. OF ---
(NPATX ^l-~t








1 1 2I Lt £i
(JIk - JIBAR)2
9
Printed only from plane strain analysis.
Printed only from plane stress analysis.
17
Block Generated for - Contents, [generating subprogram], and OUTPUT
MESSAGE
18 8Step N - P* Jl = Jx; J2 = J
NPATH 20 The J integral is computed in accordance with refer-
ence 7. In a hyperelastic body it provides the energy
release rate per unit translation of a cavity in a
stressed body; deriving its vector sense from the direc-
tion of translation. Its physical significance, if any,
for elastoplastic bodies is a matter of conjecture.
Program Structure
The FIPDEF program consists of a main program and 24 subprograms. The logical
connection between these program units is shown in figure 1. The function of each sub-
program is as follows:
Subprogram Function
FIPDEF program execution control
PROCES data flow control
IOPT input-output control
SETUPP card input processor
SETRST restart data processor
OUTPUP printed output
KGEN stiffness matrix generation control
CNSTT1/2 element property matrix generation
GKT1/2 upper triangular stiffness matrix generation
GKB1/2 lower triangular stiffness matrix generation
PROG incremental results processor
DGRADP element displacement gradient evaluation
STRESP element stress evaluation
MODEP element loading state evaluation and autoload increment scaling












element loading state evaluation and autoload increment scaling
element strain evaluation
element loading state map print
J integral and element energy evaluation
stiffness equation solution control
boundary condition processor
nodal incremental displacement solution
nodal incremental force evaluation
Start




































The program executes in overlay form. There are six overlays at three levels of





























































































Figure 2. - FIPDEF overlay structure.
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Array Dimensions
All array variables are dimensioned in labeled common block declarations. The
labeled common blocks, their array contents, and problem dependent minimum array
dimensions are given in this section. The content of common block ARRAYS varies be-
tween overlays. Overlay locations for each form of the block are indicated in figure 2.







































1 < I < IBD
















UK = (IBD)(NRD) - 26 (NEL) - (2NRD). When K > 0, KK2 = |K|, KK1 = 0; when









































1 < I < NINC
1 < J < NDC
1 < I < NDSTC
















12Dimensions shown are maximum possible; e.g., if NDIS = 0, TD is dimensioned
to NINC, but DEC may be set to (1,1) as it is not used.
NNODE is the total number of nodes required to define the NPATH paths.
14NELEM is the twice the total number of segments comprising the NPATH paths.
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THE FIPAX PROGRAM
Analysis capability is provided for problems of either infinitesimal or finite axi-
symmetric deformation. The analysis is restricted to consideration of problems involv-
ing axisymmetric geometry and loading.
Restart data blocks drawn from any integration step of an analysis may be retained
on tape.
In the following sections information is provided on input/output data, program
structure, and array variable dimensions.
Input Data
In this section the complete FIPAX input card stream for both initialization and re-
start problems is defined. Note that not all input cards defined will be present for a
given problem.
CD Format Data
16(14, Ix) NINC: Number of loading increments.
NPRNT: Increment number for initial output printing (default
value, 1).
NPT: Input source key.
NPT = 0: initial card input; no restart data to be generated.
= 1: restart problem or initial problem card input with re-
start data to be generated.
Note: NPT = 1 is admissible only for NDIS = 0 on CD. 9 and
NFC = 0 on CD. 13.
NPRNTI: Increment/substep output print interval (default value,
1).
ISC: Autoload substep scaling option key.
ISC = 0: no scaling.
= 1: prescribed loading increments will be divided into sub-
steps within which EYP and ETO are satisfied.
EYP: Maximum percentage overshoot of specified proportional
limit stress in any element; or maximum overshoot of yield
stress for yield subsequent to elastic unloading.
ETO Maximum percentage variation of octahedral stress over a
substep in any element undergoing plastic flow.
23
CD Format Data
1 16(14, Ix) Note: "Autoload" substeps will be counted in determining output
printing and tape restart data generation points but are not con-
sidered in setting NINC on CDS. 1, 4; Kl, K2 on CD. 5 or in re-
sponse to NPRNT on CD. 1.
NINF: Deformation mode key.
NINF = 0: finite deformation analysis.
= 1: infinitesimal deformation analysis.
If NPT = 0, skip to CD. 8.
2 16(14, Ix) NPT1: Restart data control.
NPT1 = 1: initial problem from card data with restart data to be
generated.
= 2: restart problem from tape data with problem modifi-
cation.
= 3: restart problem from tape with no problem modifica-
tion.
NRSTI: Increment/substep interval for tape restart data generation
(default is no data generation).
NTBLK: Number of restart data block on file TAPE1 from which
problem data are to be obtained.
NTMAX: Total number of restart data blocks on file TAPE1.
Note: (a) Analysis will restart from block NTBLK and further
restart blocks will be placed following block NTMAX.
(b) NTBLK, NTMAX are ignored for NPT1 = 1.
NFINT: Final increment/substep restart data generation for ISC = 1
(ignored for ISC = 0).
NFINT = 0: Final increment/substep analysis restart data gen-
eration is not guaranteed.
= 1: Final increment/substep analysis results will be
printed and restart data placed on file TAPE1.
If NPT1 = 1, skip to CD. 8.
If NPT1 = 3, END OF INPUT.
3 16(14, Ix) NEXT: Restart problem extension key (ignored for NPT1 = 1).
NEXT = 0: no problem extension.




3 16(14, Ix) NPROP: Restart problem stress-strain curve key (ignored for
NPT1 =1).
NPROP = 0: use original curve.
= 1: new curve to be supplied.
If NEXT = 0, skip to CD. 6.
4 14 NINC: New maximum number of loading increments.
5 10F8.5 TJXI): Kl < I < K2 (see CD. 15).
Kl = First increment number of restarted problem.
K2 = NINC on CD. 4.
If NPROP = 0, END OF INPUT.
6 16(14, Ix) IPSS: Input order for revised stress-strain curve (see CD. 22).
NPSS: Number of data points on revised stress-strain curve (see
CD. 22); NPSS > 3.
7 2E20.10 SS(I): 1 < I < 2(NPSS). Revised stress-strain curve data point
vector (see CD. 23).
END OF RESTART PROBLEM INPUT.
8 Al, 7A10 NCAR: Output carriage control character.
TITLE: Alphanumeric, up to 70 characters.
9 16(14, Ix) IBP: Bandwidth = 2 ( |N2 - NlJ + 1), where |N2 - Nl| = maximum
difference in numbers assigned to adjacent nodes.
NRD: Number of degrees of freedom associated with complete
problem before application of boundary conditions.
NEL: Number of elements.
NRZ: Nodal coordinate input format key for CD. 11.
NRZ = 1: five nodal coordinate pairs per card.
= 2: one nodal coordinate pair per card.
NDIS: Incremental displacement boundary condition mode.
NDIS = 0: uniform.
= 1: nonuniform.
NF: Incremental force boundary condition mode.




10 8(313, Ix) NM(I): 1 < I < 3(NEL); element definition, node identification in
counterclockwise order around each element.
11 10F8. 5 RZMCXI): 1 < I < NRD; original nodal coordinates in (r, z) pairs
(see NRZ, CD.9).
12 4E10.5 SFR: r coordinate scale factor.
SFZ: z coordinate scale factor.
DR: r coordinate shift after scaling.
DZ: z coordinate shift after scaling.
13 16(14, Ix) NDC: Number of degrees of freedom eliminated by nonzero incre-
mental displacement conditions.
NZC: Number of degrees of freedom eliminated by zero incremental
displacement conditions.
NFC: Number of degrees of freedom eliminated by nonzero incre-
mental force conditions.
IDBC: Incremental nodal displacement boundary condition array
input order (see CD. 16) (ignored for NDIS = 0 on CD. 9).
IFBC: Incremental nodal force boundary condition array input order
(see CD. 20) (ignored for NF = 0 on CD. 9).
NNF: Number of boundary nodal force components included in
boundary load summation (see CD. 24).
If NDC = 0, skip to CD. 17.
14 16(14, Ix) NDP(I): 1 < I < NDC; identification of boundary incremental nodal
displacement components set to nonzero values.
If NDIS = 1, skip to CD. 16.
15 10F8. 3 TD(I): 1 < I < NINC; values of uniform boundary incremental nodal
displacement.
If NDIS = 0, skip to CD. 17.
16 10F8.3 DEC (I, J):
1 < I < NINC array (NINC rows, NDC columns)
1 < J < NDC
Incremental nodal displacement boundary condition value array.
Input order is governed by IDBC (CD. 13) as
26
CD Format Data
16 10F8. 3 IDBC = 0: input DEC by columns.
= 1: input DBC by rows.
Values are assigned to particular boundary displacements in the
order of specification of the NDP(I) on CD. 14; e.g. , DBC(I, J) =
incremental value assigned to displacement NDP(J) at incre-
ment I.
17 16(14, Ix) NZP(I): 1 < I < NZC; nodal incremental displacement components
set to zero value for all increments.
If NFC = 0, skip to CD. 21.
18 16(14, Ix) NFP(I): 1 < I < NFC; identification of boundary nodal incremental
force components set to nonzero values.
If NF = 1, skip to CD. 20.
19 10F8.2 TFJI): 1 < I < NINC; values of uniform incremental nodal forces.
If NF = 0, skip to CD. 21.
20 10F8. 2 FBC(I, J): Nonuniform boundary nodal incremental force boundary
condition value array; defined analogously to DBC(I, J)
(CD. 16) in terms of NINC, NFC, IFBC, NFP.
21 3E20.8 PRT: Poisson's ratio, elastic.
YMD: Young's modulus, elastic.
RKAP: Bulk modulus, elastic.
Note: For PRT < 0. 5, input value of RKAP is ignored and
RKAP = YMD/[3(1 - 2PRT)] is used.
22 16(14, Ix) IPSS: Stress - plastic -strain data point pair input order key.
IPSS =
the input order is
NPSS : Number of stress - plastic-strain curve input points;
NPSS > 3.
Note: If NPSS = 0, an elastic analysis will be performed; the
10 2
maximum octahedral stress must be less than 10 Ib/in. .
If NPSS = 0, skip to CD. 24.
27
CD Format Data
23 2E20.10 SS(I): 1 < I< 2(NPSS); stress - plastic-strain curve data point
pairs are read one pair per card (pair order set by IPSS on
CD. 22) for NPSS cards.
Note: (a) The first point must be the proportional limit stress
corresponding to e^ = 0.0.
(b) The first plastic-strain value is assumed to be 0.0. If the
input strain value is >0.0, the stress - plastic-strain data
are assumed to be in terms of octahedral quantities. If the
first value is <0. 0, the data are assumed to be effective quan-
tities.
(c) The data must relate stress and logarithmic plastic strain.
24 16(14, Ix) NSF(I): 1 < I < NNF; boundary nodal force components which are
to be summed and output as total applied load.
25 16(14, Ix) NPATH: Number of loci in r-z plane of axisymmetric closed sur-
faces on which J integral is to be computed.
Note: If NPATH = 0; no J integral computation is performed.
If NPATH = 0, end of input.
Note: The J integral is computed as an integral on a cylindrical
surface whose locus in the r-z plane is a piecewise continuous
path defined in terms of segments, each of which is a finite-
element boundary. Thus a single path is defined by N segments
involving N + 1 nodes. An internal segment is bounded by two
elements; a boundary segment by one.
26 16(14, Ix) NPSEG(I): 1 < I < NPATH; number of segments for each of the
NPATH paths.
27(a) 16(14, Ix) NDSEG(I):15 1 < I < NPSEG(K) + 1; nodes defining path K, speci-
fied in counterclockwise order along path.
27(b) 16(14, Ix) NELSEG(I):15 1 < I < 2[NPSEG(K)]; elements bounding each seg-
ment defining path K. For internal segments two
elements are identified by number; for boundary
segments the second element number specified must
be zero.




Specific data from the FIPAX program are dependent on the type of analysis per-
formed and on the details of problem definition. All possible output messages and data
are defined in this section.












NPT1 = 2, NEXT = 1
NPT = 1, NPT1 = 2
NPROP = 1
NPT = 0 or
NPT = 1, NPT1 = 1
8 NPT = 0 or
NPT = 1, NPT1 = 0
Image of CD. 1. [PROCES].
Image of CD. 2. [PROCES].
RESTART FROM TAPE. [PROCES].
Image of CD. 3. [PROCES ].
Image of CD. 4. [PROCES ].
PROBLEM EXTENDED FROM Kl TO K2 STEPS
Kl = increment number from restart data block.
K2 - new final increment number from CD. 4.
THE NEW TD VECTOR IS
Image of CD. 6. [PROCES ].
THE NEW SS CURVE IS
FOR ELEMENT --- THE BANDWIDTH MUST BE
CHANGED FROM ---TO —- (SETC)
(If this message appears, a programmed stop
follows immediately, indicating that IBD on
CD. 9 must be increased).
Image16 of CD. 8 to- 27. [SETC ].
START FROM CARDS. [PROCES].
16
Output produced for all problems.
Initial nodal coordinates are printed after scaling and shifting according to input
CD.12.
29
Block Generated for - Contents [generating subprogram] and OUTPUT
MESSAGE
9 (a) See footnote 4
9(b) See footnote 4






STATE MAP STEP N-NAUTO. [PRNTA].
Indicates successful completion of substep
NAUTO of increment N.
PROGRAM IS ITERATING ON STEP N-NAUTO.
LOADING REVERSAL FOR ITOT ELEMENTS
THESE ELEMENTS ARE ---. [PRNTA].
Element loading state key: generated for all
increment/substep iterations; integer display
of IRV vector indicating state of each element.
IRV(I) takes values 1,. . ., 6. Display
FORMAT is labeled 4000. [PRNTA].
IRV Significance
1 elastic state
2 yield has occurred on this increment/
substep
3 continuing plastic flow
4 elastic unloading detected
5 elastic unloading continues
false detection of elastic unloading,
plastic flow resumes.
Element map data: Element-node key undeformed
nodal coordinates. [OUTPT].
Problem definition data:
NEL, NRD, IBD, NINC
NZC, NDC, NFG
YMD, GMD, PRT, RKAP
(a ) yield (either octahedral of effective, de-
pending on SS input form; see CD. 23).
17
'Output produced for all problems.
Detection of any element in this state causes its flow behavior to be appropriately






























IRV (see block 10)
Cauchy stress - SR, ST, SZ, SRZ
principal stress in r-z plane -SI, S2
maximum shear stress
principal stress in r-z plane in radians from
+z axis - TS
octahedral or effective stress - SIGEO
hydrostatic stress - S
deviatoric stress invariants - J2, J3.
Element deformation data:
element centroid coordinates - RC, ZC
Almansi strains - ER, ET, EZ, ERZ
coordinate direction stretches - LR, LZ, LT
principal stretches (in r-z plane) - LI, L2
principal stretch axis orientation in radians
from +z axis - TL
r-z plane shear angle - TS
r-z plane element rotation - TR























THE ELASTIC ENERGY IS ---
THE PLASTIC ENERGY IS ---
THE TOTAL ENERGY IS ---
FOR A LOAD OF---
Jl = RJ1(I) 1 < I < NPATH
J2 = RJ2(I) 1 < I < NPATH
FOR --- PATHS
JIBAR = --- WITH STD.DEV. OF ---
J2BAR = --- WITH STD.DEV. OF ---
JIBAR =
NPATH







Jl = Jr; J2 = Jz
The J integral is computed in accordance
with reference 7. In a hyper elastic body it
provides the energy release rate per unit
translation of- a cavity in a stressed body
deriving its vector sense from the direction
of translation. Its physical significance, if
any, for elastoplastic bodies is a matter of
conjecture.
THIS IS INCREMENT N-NAUTO OF NINC
THE APPLIED LOAD IS FT
THE INCREMENTAL LOAD IS FI. [OUTPT].
32
Block Generated for - Contents [generating subprogram] and OUTPUT
MESSAGE
17 Increment/substep SCALED STEP. [OUTPT]
^ ' Message printed if autoload defined substep has
' ' ' • • • been introduced,
for increments
N* > NPRNT
and ISC = 1
18 NRSTI * 0 TAPE RESTART GENERATION STEP
for increment/substep N-NAUTO OF NINC
N = K(NRSTI)
K = l , 2, 3,. . .
Program Structure
The FIPAX program consists of a main program and 23 subprograms. The logical
connection between these program units is given in figure 3. The function of each sub-
program is as follows:
Subprogram Function
FIPAX program execution control
PROCES incremental analysis setup and result evaluation control
SETC input processor
SETRST restart data processor
OUTPT printed output
PSET stiffness matrix generation control
PMAT1 element property matrix generation
INTEGR element geometry integral evaluation
GKT1/2 upper triangular stiffness matrix generation
GKBl/2 lower triangular stiffness matrix generation
CEVAL incremental result processor '
VGRD element displacement gradient evaluation













element loading state evaluation and autoload increment scaling
element plastic modulus evaluation
element deformation evaluation
element loading state map print
J integral evaluation
stiffness equation solution control
boundary condition processor
nodal incremental displacement solution
nodal incremental force evaluation
1
I CTADT 1 * w
ncrement N < NINC
^
Increment
~» N • NINC | ,






| SETC | | SETRST | | OUTPT |
i i



























1— | FRCMP |
JCOMP
Figure3. - FIPAX subprogram flow.
The program executes in overlay form. There are three overlays at two levels of












































^Use ARRAY1 form 1 in subprograms marked -; use ARRAY 1 form 2 in
subprograms marked +
Figure 4. - FIPAX overlay structure.






























All array variables are dimensioned in labeled common block declarations. Labeled
common blocks, their array contents, and problem dependent minimum array dimen-
sions are given in this section.
35
The array content of common block ARRAY1 varies between subprograms of overlay
(1,0). Subprogram locations for each form of the block are indicated in figure 4. Array
dimensions are given in terms of problem input parameters defined in figure 3.
Block






























1 < I < IBD
























1 <I<[2(IBD) - 1]




'K: = (ffiD)(NRD) - 29(NEL) - NRD. If K > 0, KK1 + |K
KK1 = 0 and KK2 = IK I.












































1 <I<NINC, 1 < J < NDC






Input and output are presented for four simple sample problems: two for each of the
FIPDEF and FIPAX programs. The problems are not intended to indicate the scope of
application of the analysis but rather to provide an input preparation and output interpre-




NNODE = total number of nodes required to define the NPATH paths.
NELEM - twice the total number of segments comprising the NPATH paths.
Dimensions shown are maximum possible, e.g., if NDIS = 0, then TD is dimen-
sioned to NINC but DBC may be set to (1,1) as it is not used.
37
bounded problems involving bilinear elastoplastic materials and simple geometries.
Since the program input data provide a complete problem definition, no additional dis-
cussion is necessary.
The four problems are as follows: For FIPDEF
(1) Tables I and II - simple tension of a rectangular bar under conditions of plane
strain; two-element map (fig. 5).
(2) Tables III and IV - biaxial tension of a rectangular bar under conditions of plane
stress; two-element map (fig. 5).
and for FIPAX
(3) Tables V and VI - expansion of a thick-walled cylinder under zero axial load with
restart data generation; 40-element map (fig. 6).
(4) Tables VII and VIII - restart from problem (3) and continue expansion of the
cylinder.
All problems use finite deformation analysis. The autoload integration step scaling






Figure 5. - Undeformed finite-element model sample
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Figure 6. - Undeformed finite-element model sample problems (3) and (4).
(Node numbers, i; element numbers, i.)
TABLE V. - SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - INPUT
STATEMENT
N U M B E R
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• AtISYMMETMIC"A*I:>Y.><MtTMlC"AXISYMMEIHlC»AXI:>VMM£TKIC**AXlSYMMETRIC"AXISYMMt TH IC'«««I SY«»t IMIC« • AHISTHMEIHI C->A*1 b I K I C'
run «EFE*E.MCE> THE DECK is HL^NUOUCEO IN us ENTIRETY
SAMPLE PrfODLt'M 3 EXPANSION OF A THICK HALL TUBE
2b 66 40 1 0 0
1 2 12 2 1J 12 2 3 14 2 14 13 3
S 6 Ib 6 17 16 6 1 Irt 6 Id 17 7
4 10 >0~ 10 '21 ""20" 10 11' 22 10 22 21 12
It 2b 25 14 15 26 16 27 26 15 Ib 26 16
Ib 30 24 18 14 30 20 31 30 14 20 30 20
1.0000 0.0000 1.2000 0.0000 1.4000 0.0000 l.bOOO 0.0000 1.6000
2.6000 0.0000 2.duOO 0.0000 3.000D 0.0000 1.0000 0.2000 l.COOO
2.0000 0.2.100 2.2000 0.2000 7. -000 O.?000 2.6000 0.2000 2.0000
""1.4000 0.4}00 I.OuOO 0.4000 l.xOOO 0.4000 2.0000 0.4000 c.2000
3.0000 0.4000
OO.lOOOOOOOE'Ol 00.10000000E-01 O.E'OO
3 11 0 0 0 3
1 23 45
C.5000E-02 C.SOOOE-02




00. 1 00000 C 000 t -OS -O.IOOOOOOOOOE.OO
OO.llOOOOvOOOE'06 OO.lOOOOOOOOOE'Ol
14
0 14 4 IS 14 4
8 Id H 19 Id H
24 23 12 ' 13 " 24 14
28 27 16 17 20 Id
32\ 31 20 21 32 22
0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 2.2000
0.2000 1.4000 0.2000 1.6000
0.2000 3.0000 0.2000 1.0000






5 16 4 Ib IS
9 20 d 20 19
25 ' 24 "13 14 '"24" ~
29 2d 17 Id 2d
33 32 21 22 32
O.UOUO 2.4000 0.0000
0.2000 l.dOOO O.CCOO
a. -000 1.2000 0.4000
0.4000 c.bOOO 0.4000
00.210000iiOOat«06 00.2000000000E«01
1 23 45 •
o ' " ' " " " •
START FSOM C1HOS
STATE MAP STEP 1 -x 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
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TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
SAMPLE PHOHLEM I tXPANMON OF A TrtIO BALL IUHE STtH
PKJrlLEN SUMMARY
NEL» 00 NiC* 11 NINC» 2 YMI)MO.nOOOOE»05
NRO= 66 NDC» J GMU*38.4nl5oE*04
180" 26 NFC» 0 PHTaO. 30000
SIliEO YIELD" 10000.00
I OF
Zt-0 DISPLACEMENT DEGREES OF FhtEuOM ARE




10 12" 14 16 18 20
:. 00500000 o . o o o o o o o o o.
0.00242353 0.00000000 0.
J.00312M23 -.30004*68 0.
j. 30247478 -.00004860 0.







j. 00339692 -.00004731 0.
























































































1-0. 1 <?blf »04
l-0.ll7nr.04
1-0.8224E-03
1 ~0 • rt •ib'iK * 0 .'
1 ~ 0 , 6 ^  ** '•* fr" * Q j





























0 . 1610F. + 04-0
0.1 7^2E » 04 t
0.1 455E »04 0
0.1372E«04-0
N> 1 23 45
UU" 0.00530
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS
00o25183 0.00000000 0.00377-04 0.00030000 0.
OOP7710I 0.00000000 0.0026o»7B 0.00000000 0.
OObOOuOU -.00003279 0.00429385 -.00004698 0.
00292479 -.00004871 0.00276652 -.00004858 0.
00242140 -.00004875 0.00500000 -.00010845 0.
OOJ13627 -.00004720 0.00242354 -.00009747 0.
002o7767 -.00004718 0.002*2o01 -.00004758
HMdODl.DMT.n CH/uiv»HULUMT/
00023183 "b'.OOOOOOOO 0.00377004 0.00000000 0.
00277101 0.00000000 0.00264478 0.00000000 0.
00500000 -.00005279 O.OC0193B5 -.00000698 0.
00292979 -.00004671 0.0027e65V -.00004858 0.
00242190 -.03004875 0.00500000 -.00010895 0.
03313o27 -.00009720 0.00242354 -.00004747 0.
00247767 "-.00004718 0.00242401 -.00009758
INCREMENTAL FORCES
-0.0 *9.0 -0.0 -12.3
-0.0 2.1 -0.0 ' -l.S
42U2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0


































































































0. 1 ?OOE*04-n.o?wo£*Oi-0.bb^4E»01-0.4|04E*01-0.40oJ£ *u3 0.2001E*030












• I404E*0 1 -















0 . 1 43''t * 04— (
0. lbG4E*0*— (
0.1 72?E *rto f
O.I4b->E«04 0
O.I IMF. •04-0













. 7/* fnt. »ul-



















































. i*40K*02-U. 1 17BF.04 0.5814E*030
.o25St»OI-u.8?27F>03 0.4(lrt2E»030
. 7244F'*Ol-O.Bft4b£*03 0.4o84t*o3C
• b831t*Ol-0.6252E*03 0.31 hot *03C
. 7024t*Ot-0.5H33F>03 C'.2^b 1 1' • 030
. 3o60t*01-0.ooobF *03 0.2004E.030
. 3<rS3E«0 l-O.o.) 78E» 03 0.220bt «030
.37l4t»OI-0.29bb£«03 0.1447t»030

























































































































































































• 4<T3OC. « 0 7
.520DE *0 7
• 2O1OL *0 /
.24H1E.07
• 1 b J2L»0 7
•17b lE*0 /







































































TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (S) - OUTPUT
34 -O.?71r,f .0.1 0




































































. 1069F. .04-0. 395-.E.O 1-0. 6H-,1E« 01-0. 3778E '01-0.271 BE »03 0. 1 340E«030.03 0.12?9E»04
.96ti4t.03-0.2S21t«'ll 0.b701t«OI-0.*32bt«OI-0.l6ol£.03 O.B290t«020.03 0.1063E-04
• 1004C.O*. 0. 1882e.01-0.66Hlt.01 O.i>l 18t*Ol-0.1M79E»03 0.9499£»020. 04 U.1109£.04
.9177E.03 0.2I04E.01 0.5123t*01 0 .235bt*0 1-0. 1021E.03 0 .S224E.020.0S 0.971nt-03
.H8HeE.03-0.2-»59£.ol-0.4233t *01-0. 2349f.*0 1-0. B7o3E*02 0,42ft4t*020,05 o,936bt*03
.8247E-03-0.33U2E.01 0.330^ .0 1-0. 2732E'OI-0.2243E«02 0.9HbOt.010. 1 7 O.a374£«03
..I4n3t..03 0.105St«01-0.43o3E«01 0. 15dOE»Oi-0. 3S?SE»02 0. 1842E" 020. 12 0.8654t«U3





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE ELAbUC FUEHr.y IS
Tri£ PLASTIC r.Nf.sr.Y IS
TMf. TOTAL Ei<t'i"i» IS
THE APPLIED LU«0 IS
00.2028H6E«02
O.E.OO
00,?02MH6E»02FnH A LUAD Uf
T H I S Ib INChEMENl I





TABLE VI. - Continued SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
! I I I I
1 1 1 1 1
a i I i i
1 1 1 1 1
;. 00914392 0.00000000 0.
C. 00526929 0.00000000 0.
0.00x3380b 3.0JOOOJOO 0.
C.00b65019 -.00003057 0.
j. 00443097 -.OOOOSnOl 0.






u. 00195719 -.OOOOJh4l 0.
"0.00275382 -.00006143 0.































































































































































0 .^ 44b£ .04-0
0 . <*1 'J 7£ .04-0
0.2*)4bE»04 0
O.I9l4£»ox 0
O.I 90 It" 04-0





1 1 1 1 I
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1









0.00680x35 0.00000000 O.OOO15729 0.00000000
0.0047x058 0.00000000 0.00457ol6 0.00000000
0.00783101 -.00007511 0.00683580 -.00007786
0.00497118 -.0000X273 0.00x75024 -.0000*381
0.0091x392 -.00017533 0.0077x700 -.0001x560
0.00520J27 -.0001bJ6x 0.00497791 -.00016516
0.00x33100 -.00010972
INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENTS
00350509 0.00000000 0.00309020 0.00000000 0.
0022119J 0.00000000 0.00210180 0.00000000 0.
00x14392 -.00003482 0.003b371o -.00002812 0.
00^ 34800 -.00003313 0.0u220xoo -.00003415 0.
OOI90H74 -.00003530 0.00414392 -.0000b634 0.
00252705 -.00006370 0.002339OO -.OOOOf.617 0.
001951S5 -.00007307 0.00190707 -.00007214
INCREMENTAL FORCES
-0.0 59.8 -0.0 -6.S
-0.0 4.6 -0.0 3.4























































































































































SI b2 S12 TS
.8B53E* 02-0. 491 8E«04 0.2S03E»040
.1041E»03-0.4e85£.04 0.2390E.040
.1002E»0<:-0.3149E.04 0.1570E.040





























































. 1 151F *02-0. 1220E+04 O.ol55£*030





.449 1K« 01-0. 3.16 1E« 03 O.lbbBE'OJO
.So93r.01-0.3775E.03 0.l9lot«OJO
.4X27E.01-0.2I52E.03 0.1098£>030



































































































































































































































































































.0 1 b9£ * 1 u
















TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
SAMPLE PKOHLEM > EXPANSION OF a THICK HALL TudE
NEL ET
STHAIN ELEMENT DAT*























































































































































































































































































































































































































0.9996 1.0081 0.9996 0.9931
0.9996 1.0073 0.9946 0.993ft
0.4496 1.005* 0.9996 0.9935
0.9996 1.0034 0.4496 0.4950
0.9996 1.00*3 0.9996 0.9965
0.9946 1.00*2 0.4996 0.9967
0.9996 1.003* 0.9946 0.9976
0.9996 1.0036 0.9996 0.997*
0.9996 1.0030 0.9996 0.9980
0.9946 1.0020 0.9990 0.94D1
0.9946 1.002* 0.9940 0.9986
0.9996 1.0025 0.9990 0.9985
0.9946 1.0022 0.4946 0.9988
0.9996 1.0021 0.9996 0.9989
0.9996 1.0018 0.9440 0.9941
0.9996 1.0019 0.9990 0.9941
0.9996 1.0017 0.9996 0.9993
0.9996 1.0016 0.9990 0.9993
0.4996 1.0015 0.9996 0.9995
0.9996 1.0015 0.9940 0.9995
0.9990 1.0081 0.9496 0.9930
0.9996 1.0073 0.9947 0.993*
0.9996 1.003* 0.9990 0.9956
0.9996 1.0059 0.9997 0.9950
0.9996 1.00*5 0.9990 0.9965
0.9996 1.00*2 0.9990 0.9967
0.9996 1.003* 0.9996 0.9976
0.9996 1.0036 0.9996 0.9974
0.9996 1.0030 0.9996 0.9980
0.9996 1.0028 0.9946 0.99O1
0.9996 1.002* 0.9996 0.9986
0.9996 1.0025 0.9996 0.9985
0.9996 1.0022 0.9990 0.9988
0.9996 1.0021 0.9996 0.9989
0.9996 1.0018 0.9996 0.9991
0.9996 1.0019 0.4996 0.9991
0.9996 1.0017 0.9996 0.9993
0.9996 1.0016 0.9996 0.9993
0.9996 1.0015 0.9996 0.9995















































































































































































































































THE ELASTIC ENEW'Y IS
THE fLASTIC ENE*1» IS
THE TOTAL ENt»r't 1»




n0.678333E-0?FOW A LOAD OF 00.1S3324E-OS
THIS 15 INCHEMENT 2 - I OF 2
15332.4346TME INC. LOAO IS 71B6.4549
53
TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
ST»TE MAP STEP
3 2 1 1
1 1 1 1
3 2 1 1
t i l l
0.009V3130 O . O u O O O O O O
O.OOS6B30A 0 .00000000
0.004b7217 O . O O O G O C O O


















































































































































































































































































































































































. 7v91 t *0 1 -0
."jrtVlE-Ol 0
. 1 1 1 JE +02-0
.i.H^SE.01 0
.s/^ot'-o i-o
• 4i7;>K_ + ol 0
.MMOE»OI-0












,i*J/ 1 1 »Oc*-C
. 1 719t .01-0





































































'SI 52 512 TS SIGEO























































• 279ht*02-0 ,<;6l4E*04 0.1321E*
• 3152E*02-'i.i;476F *04 0.1222E*
. lOJOF'O^r-O. l 722E«04 0.8557E'









.4H89K*Ol-U./.»9JF.*03 0. 1/^1 1 •
.4448F *0 l-U. ^005^.03 0 .9MOSt»


















































































































































0.2 l l fc t *07
0. 191 E « U 7











































o *^O^OL * 1 o
0.1187£MO



















0. j iH^ti* 1 U










TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
SAMPLt PHUdLfCM } EXPANSION OF A THICK HALL IUBE
STHAIN ELEMENT DATA
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.9996 1.0022 0.9996 0.9988
0.9996 1.0020 0.9990 0.9991
0.9996 1.0020 0.9996 0.9990
0.9990 1.0018 0.9996 0.9992
0.9995 1.0018 0.9995 C.999'3
0.9995 1.0016 0.9995 0.9995
0.9995 1.0017 0.9995 0.9994






















































































































































































THE ELASTIC E'ipwr.r IS
TrtE PLASTIC ENEH'ir IS
TME TOTAL ENEWf IS




00.794709E»02FO* A LOAD OF
THIS IS INCREMENT 2 -





TABLE VI. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT
S T A T E MAP STEP
3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.01000000 3.00000000 O.OOH47694 0
0. 00371097 0.00000000 O.OOS40.172 0
.00469444 0.00000000 0.01000000
.30613364 -.3000SS76 0.00^ 72603 -
.304806.12 -.00009161 0.004640*. -
• OOOO8084 — ,0001ot*44 0.00nl4/b7 -
.00495138 -.00018176 0.0047964. -
.30006870 0.00000000 0.03003165 0
.30003384 0.00000000 0.00003M4 0
.30002732 3.00000000 0.00006870 0
.00003658 -.30000042 O.C0003391 -
:. 30002742 -.00000050 0.00002719 -
C. 33004038 -.00000067 0.00003677 -

















































































































































0. 2B I 7E-04 0.
0.5047E-04-0.
0.2311E-04-0.
0 ,?411c *0. 0.
0. 2152£.04 0.
0.?057E'04-0.
0. 1164^ . 04— 0.



































.00000000 0. 0074bB4e 0.00000000 0.00000744 0.00000000 0.0061S337
.00000000 O.OOS14S20 0.00000000 0.004*5402 0.00000000 0.004eOb44
.00008244 O.OOHS3320 -.00007260 0. 00743. .1 -.00001*117 0.00671305
.0000073/ 0.00534023 -.00038867 0.00314857 -.00004004 0.0044.371
.00009026 0.01000000 -.00016338 0.00841748 -.00013955 0.00745S12
.00017044 0.00570433 -.00017463 0.00539724 -.OOU17684 0.00513748
.OOU183S2 0.00404004 -.00018203
INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENTS
.00000000 0.00004526 O.OOOOCOOO 0.00004014 0.00000000 0.00003672
.00000000 0.00003015 0.00000000 0.00002843 0.00000000 O.OOOC2749
.00000132 0.00005<r7l 0.00000084 0.00004503 -.00000001 0.0000.038
.000000*3 0.00003170 -.00000045 0.00003012 -.OOC00047 0.00002882
.00000046 0.0000oe70 0.00000266 0.00005207 O.COOOOlaO 0.0000.378
.00000070 0.00003379 -.00000085 0.00003173 -.00000088 """ 0.00003000"
.00000100 0.00002712 -.00000097
INCREMENTAL FORCES
2.0 -0.0 -3.5 -0.0 -0.7 -0.0
00.3 0.0 00.2 -0.0 00.1 -0.0










































































.34^ 66 -02 0
,7f>47t-01 0
.234HE *o2-(
.1 SOlt *01 -0
.23llt«02 (
.17SOt»01 (
0. 1 71^K *14-0.6^16E*(ll-0. lHiDt-02-0
0 . 1 S9 IF »04-0.

























' 2.005710 00.349825 2
3.004690 00.399817
STRESS ELEMENT DATA





















































































































.20S34J 00.399823 2. 40^137












































































































































































































































TABLE VI. - Concluded. SAMPLE PROBLEM (3) - OUTPUT


















































































































































































































































0.00177 -0.00046 -a. 00000
0.00161 -0.000*5 -0.00002
O.OOloo -0.000-6 0.00000
0.00876 -0.000*0 O . O O O O O
0;00783 -0.0003* -0.00027
0.00578 -0.000*2 -0.00001

































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE ELASTIC ENE-GY IS
THE PLASTIC ENERGY is
TME TOTAL E.iEXOY Ib
TrtE AMPL.IIO LOAD IS
00.7H4486E-02
00.2h?018E-01
00.31068HE-02KOH A LOAD UF
TilS IS INCREMENT i

















































































































TABLE VIII. - SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
4 0 1 0 1 1 5 0
a 0 I 1 1
W E S T A H T F«IUM TAPi
1 0
4
PROaLEM E«Tl.«»EO FXJH ? 10 » STEPS
T«E NE« Tl) Vfcroa IS


















































































































































































































































1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 " 1" I 1 1I 1 1 . 1 1
01055274 0.00000000







0.00932126 0.00000000 0.008339o3 0.00000000
0.0063ooO<; 0.00000000 0.00615032" "0. 00000000
0.01070309 -.00003730 0.00928769 -.000031J4
' 0. 006o9492 -.00010720 0.00638818 -.00010928
0.012t)2r89 -.00005212 0.0105ol03 -,0000o438
0.00710024 -.00020940 0.00670304 -.00021291
0.00530012 -.00022241
INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENTS
03212575 0.00000000 0.00186279 0.00000000 0.00165219 O.OOOOOOUO
0013102A O . O O O O u O O O 0.00124092 0.00000000 0.00119130 O . O O O O O o O O
002828B9 O.OOOObS28 0.00216989 0.00003530 0.001B?32ri -.00000017
00139569 -.000017SB O.OO^O-'OB -.00001S53 0.00123961 -.00001924
00111878 -.00001907 0.00282039 0.00011126 0.00214355 0.00007517
00151327 -.00003115 0.00139071 -.00003483 0.0013C575 -.00003607
00114330 -. 00004100 a.001Uo]3 -.0000397*
INCREMENTAL FORCES "
-0.0 83.5 -u.O -143.4 -0.0 -29.2
-0.0 " 10.5 " -0.0 9.2 -0.0 4.0


























































00.0 " -0.0 00.0
Ot.u 00.0
NODAL COORDINATES
1.4U9J21 0.000000 1.60a340 0
2.4U6JH6 0.000000 2.600150 " 0
1.210703 00.199963 1.4092B8 00
2.206095 00.199893 2.40o388 00
1.012829 00.39994U 1.210561 00
"2.007100 00.399791 2.206703 ~00
3.005006 00.39977H
STRESS ELEMENT DATA

























































O . O O O O O O O O






























.89IIF..02-0.'.346E-04 0.2?l»£.i140.0l 0.n9fl6E»0 4 (,.3/43£.OJ 0.2691E.08
.2B85E*03- fJ. 504 1E*04 0.26bbE»u40. U4' 0. 1 OOoE •Ob u.612bE«U3 0.33tt3E*08
. 1434£*03-U. J32t*E»04 0. 1 736£*040.02 0.738BE*04 &.6b73E»OJ 0.lbl*L»Ort
• 2a22€*02-0.31 /6£.04 0. 1 574E* 1)40 .01 0.6449E»U4 0.4-y20L»OJ 0.1563t«08













. 1 50*>t »'J2 (0
,36l9t .02! 0
*3S69E + 0*:-0.2430E*04 0. 1 233E *040 . 02 0.b753K.*0





.'tlnn •02-0. 1617t>04 0.7-J4»)E>fi30.01 0 .4320E«C4 0 .542 /L>OJ 0.62t2L«0'
.2060E»02-0.1141£-.04 0.5603t>030.03 0.:t570E«0
.6?S3t •OI-0. l23Jt«l /4 0.0197E>030.01 0.3773t"»0
4 C.bb42£«03
4 0.592/£»OJ




.lSi/E»00-0.17H6M02-0.777BE«03 0 .3lOOE • 030 . 00 0.301IE-04 0.58l4t«OJ 0.302it '0/
,3017E«02-0
.3-i76r.-Oi-0.3302t»00 0
. 1 O* !lr.» 02-u
. 343SE»0 l-(
,2*>72h »0<?-0











,27 '7 t» t )2 0









. 13bOt*02-0.'*94rtE»Q3 0.240 7E»030. 06 0,2590E«04 0 % S 9 / 9 £ » U j 0 .22 J3t*0 /
.5b76h »01-0.b49hE *03 0 .2 77ot *030 . 00 0.2705F*04 0.0133t»OJ 0.24j^E»0/
. 1 J36K>0<r-(J. JOOJ£*03 f). !S6rtt«030. 10 0.23S2E»04 0.6J32L*03 0 .184 j£»07
. U93fc •Ul-0.2642fc »UJ 0. 130bE»030.03 U.2264t*tl4 0.617Jt«Oi 0 . 1 7 0 V t * 0 7


















. I369h *02-U. 1 164F .03 0.6S03E«020.02 0.20H3E«04 C.6420L»UJ O. l443t«0/ 0
.430MK»02-U.O."Jb2£*04 0 .3 15bt 'OnO . 01 O.I053t"»t /
• 4bOlt>03-U ,f>/96E »04 0.31 68£»040.04 0.1042t*t '
.86 /3F*02-0 .424 1 f •OH 0 .^1 M9E*040. 02 U.h962F»0






















3-w.67o3t»OJ 0.361 2£»08 -U . /30 /£» 10
4 0.60*»4t»U3 0.26?->t«OM
.3/43e •03-0 .302/F»04 0 .2 70 1 E *040 . U 1 O . I O ! O F * l > 5 0.6bO6t»OJ 0.33c3t»08
.6b3Mh •O^-O. J442t»04 0. 1 /54E» f j40 .01 (J.74uOt'»iJ
• 3922r. *0/r-0. 31H4K»04 0. IS lift »040.03 O.h-IS^fc-'U
. I624^ •0^-0.22h2H «04 0 . J 1 2. if *04U . Ul O.SJ61t* (J
4 'J.57b*lt*0j
4 'J . 4843t »0 i
4 0 .52OlL»OJ
.23/U«02-0.243/l>04 O . I2 ->OL>040 .03 li.b/l.SE'04 <i .b /16t «(I3
0. 1 843t »0«
0 . 1S*>4L-00









. 1 u34£ .11





TADLE Vm. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
29 -0. 1 /h.'r.'.04 0*.i4 F2r. .0- 0. Irt 73t *02 -l) .2 /V7t »02 0 . 1 Vl9f .02-0 . 1 /6ut *04 O.BrtV ?t *030. 02 0.4oOHt*04 0.3/71t*03 0 . /0 /6e . *0 f 0 .3 / /Bt* lU
3J -O. ln l /F«04 0,J272t;.0»-n.2n20E'02-O.H4n2t»u2-0.2-.9,f«U2-0.16lat.04 0. 7463E -OJO.OJ 0.-.<|9t .0- 0.3-24t«03 0.621>t»0/ O.J33->E«lO
31 -0. l lJ3t»04 0.2H53F.04-0. l.'-uK'Of' 0.400ft 'Ol-O. 1231F *02-U. t 133E»04 0.561 1 t *030.01 0.3364t*04 U.3O43t*Oj 0.4234i»07 0.-.'2o6t»lU
32 -0.123.'K.04 G,.l001t-04 0.nS04F.OI-0.436Vt.02 0. 101 4F «02-0. 1 234K .04 0.6220E>0.<0.04 0.:<772t«04 l'.5v30t«OJ 0.4740t>J/ O.J3J1L«10
33 -O.H38-t«01 0,.'r.-.OK .04 O .H /02E-OI 0.33l( t«01 O.n 7 J 7F «0l -O.BSHSE.O.) 0.4336t -OJ0.01 O..ll65t»04 0.3V4Vt«03 O.J33-1'07 O. I /o7E«lo
3*. - 0 .7 /7 - t ; »01 0»,'5Hr.»Q--0. 1 *-.*t •J/'-O . J30 /t*02-0. 1481t»02-0. / /V3E »OJ 0.3H23t*030.05 U.3009£*04 0.3al'«L*03 O.J017c.*0/ O.l5vu£*10
35 -0.4VO->f «0.l 0,21j2r:.04-0.olO/K.Oi-0.3)03t'01-0.628SF«OI-0.4906E'03 0.242 lExl.tO. 01 0.2-)»3E«04 0.60l7t>03 0.222/t«07 0.1124E*lu
36 -0.5-Vt.F .01 0*2.m'; »04 0. /07 lE«Ol-i) . J3-»SE»02 0 .4332t'*0 1-0 ,3Slrtt *0 J 0.2hOot «0 J0.06 0.2/04t*04 O.ol33b*03 0.2433t + 07 O.l236£*10
37 -O..U'»-f »i)3 0 .21 /91*04 0.6343t*ol-0.23v lt*01 0. 636.lt *0 1-0. J.J4VE .03 0. 165 f t -OJO.OI 0.2356t*04 0.6203t*03 0.1«5Cl'*0/ 0.-*0-2t*OV
38 -0.260-t.03 0,2Il3'-.J4-0.«3.0t»01-0.240Ht»02-0.330HE»Ol-0.270IE'03 0. 1 I24t«u30. 1 1 0.22n4E»04 O.el3ut>03 0.1/0/ i*07 0.5212£«OV
3v 1-0.740/'>02 0,1970t>04 0.1nVfi£.01-0.18-Mt.01 0. 1943K«OI-0. 791 l£«02 0.4053£«020 .02 0.2010t-04 O.oJIIt'OJ 0-13-.7c.07 0.3VS5t«09









































































































































































































































-U.OOO-.1 - O . O O O O a
-0.000-0 0.00005
-O.OD052 -O.OOOOo

















































































00. 4554 /r. ill
00.3I2I6E'01






O O . V - 0 2 1 E - 0 1
00.3'.9olf..01
00.4356 )F«01
OO.Jl l / 'OE'Ol




O ! E « O O
O.E.OO
































































02 O O . S / 5 / v K « 0 3
J2 00.5261G£*03












































































































































00.00 O . O J O O O
oo.oo o.o.ooo
















00.00 O . O C 3 2 2
oo.oo o .o :oco
oo.oo 0.0:000
oo.oo o.o:oco



















































































•01 O .E 'OG
•01 O . £ « 0 0
•oi o.e-oo
•01 O. t -00
•01 O.t-00










O0. /Va36£* ' j2 -0,
00.4443vt«02 00.
00.204H3E«02 00.
0 0 . 1 — 350E*02 00,
00«i£60vE»Jl 00.

























THE ELASTIC F.ME^ '.T IS
THE »LA3tIC K:Jf>.(,» is
TM« TUTAL E.iE^iif 15




OO.r<20HIE>iijFO>' A LOAi) UF
THIS I', IllCftEHEXr 3

































































































. o o o c o o o o
. O J O O I C 4 ?
























1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1










































































.04 0.01 !4t*'J 1-0
*04 n.7l9bE*U7 (J
•04 0.4 Ih4£* .) 1 (
»'>4-().7lM *OI-U
.04 0.7-«7*-> *01-0

























































O.OOOD8U50 O . O O U O O O O O
0.0012o**75 0. 00034 lb.1
0.00071bl4 -.'JU000493
O.OOIoS147 0.00011948



































O.OOOfoeS- O . O O O C O O U O



























































. 74H-*!- .01-0. 1 'I47t *04 0.707Jt
,440lt*01-0.47H/K.O.I 0.4441t
. 1 /75F. «Od-'J.B*l62t'.03 (J.4l42t
. /OH7t *o 1-0. -)S4 7F..03 0.276lt
. 1 Gdbfc»02-0.b/'4 71- .03 0.370 It
.754St«01-O.J '5 lE>03 0.14l3t
.
l>'»bhK.OI-0.31 0 7E»OJ 0. lS75t
.472x^.01-0.4749^.02 0.4MMt

























































































































































































































. i 324E* 10





SAMPLE HMlMLt.M 'I E»PANSION OF A







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.0081 0.9996 0.^ 930"
.0090 1.0002 0.9915



























10 00.101<)lE.'b2 ' O.E'OO
12 00. 1573E.01 O.E.OO
10 00.50706E.01 O.E'OO
16 00.41b73E»01 O.E.OO
la oo. < 9976E.01 O.E.OO
20 00.26003E.Oi O.E.OO




30 00. 01H5E.02 O.E'OO
32 00.71530E.01 O.E'OO














































































































































OO.boo 7 7c *'j2 00
00.251o5E«G2 00
OC. 1 7907£»02 00



























THE ELASTIC F.'-IE-MiY IS
tME PLAbT IC E'JEKiir li
TrtE T O T A L E-IFWKT is




00.1nb26bE«03f |W A LOAD OF
" fwlb Ib'lUCKEMEwr J

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































3-0. 51 7"^ *04






"l-d ^ iii -i-" * j4




1-0 . bi4 1 \ *o (
1-0. fill'- «0 i
1-0 • 151 /£ *'J-I
1-0.3147^.3:1
1-0 . 1 74 «i: *02
1-0.1411;. 0.1
3-0 . 'OS''" »()4
3-0. 740M/.IJ4
3-0.3104* .04









-O.IOl ' i '04
-0.4I7 If") I














0. l '-*bl£«04 0.
3. :i71 7£»04-o'."
0. i21-">j*-0.
0. 34091-;. 0* 0.
O.J01-.E.04 0.
0 . -?1il£ * J4-0.
0. ^612t" *04-0.
O.^71^ r . r j* '";.
e.<441E«' l4 0.
•3. ^ 40-^c .04-0.
J.^257i;.!j4 0.
0. ^ ICT; *34 0 .
O.hlblt »U*-0.
0.47b (c. * fJ4-0.
0.bS5 1^*04 0.
3.'.?61t'*04 o.
0 . T1U-*! .0* 0.
0 .334 I *: *0*-0.
0.4 ,li1^ *04-0 .
o. -7 i i ;>04 o.
O..I41-«£»04 0.
0.371'j: »04-0.





O./ 71 Oc* ' }4 0.
0.247>F..04 0.
O./lV'r .'J4-0.

















^ -^ lr:*0 l-o
1 »04E*02-0













b / I3E*01 -0
4/2r tF;*o l 0
2fJH4E.|j/-(j
74b1F>l)l-o
H/l 'jE* M t-g
/'S»iK"ll-0
1 ij4nt * Or*-u













.5 7i 7t + o2 C



















.4 !2/*t »02 C
.4i:ri£.02-U
. 1 0->t>t.«0''-0
.51 .1 1 1 »ll/f U
.3'03F_.01 0
.43 'bt .0^-0
. 74/ht *0 i -0



































. / *I49F .01—"
.11 2'JE *0^ — 'J



































































0.304 It. 040. 08
0.213dE«r,40.n2
0.1744f040.03
0.1 334£.'j*0 . ')<;
O.UlHF. .0*0.02
0.10bbF..O*0.02
0.427*E »0 JO. 1)3
O.bbJ Or>030.0 1
0. 727*t>IIJO.O*






































































0 * 73dbE» I 0
O.Q440C* 10
0.3094£* 10
0 .*423£» I 0






0. I J33i» 10





























i , 34b4t»0 J
0.632bL»0 I
0.b2bJt»0 J
























0. 22! bi *0 /
0.l742i.0'
O. lH' lL.O'
O. I I44£* l I
O.II44L.1 I
0 • / l b*£. I 0
0 • 1/b9£ . I 0
0.3*0*E* I 0






0. I044L* 1 u
0. 1 32dc* 1 0
0. I20rtr.» 1 0
0. i /40F_ *04
0. .700L-04
63
TABLE Vin. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
PROBLEM I EXPANSION UF A TrllCK «ALL TUBE STEP 3 Of
STHAIN ELEMENT D A T A


































































































































































o . £ * o o
(i.S>00
o.f.oo



























































































































































































































































































































































































C.OO -0.00 00.00 0.0070S
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00344
3.12 -0.00 00.00 0.00034
0.00 00.00 00.00 O.C0171
3.11 -0.00 OJ.OO O.COOOO
0.00 00.00 00.00 O.COOOO
3.12 ~ -0.00 OJ.OO O.COOOO
C.OO 00.00 00.00 O.COOOO
3.11 -0.00 • OJ.CO O.COOOO
c.oo oo.oo oo.oo o.coooo
3.11 -u~.00 "OJ.OO "O.COuOO
0.00 00. UO. CO. OJ O.lOvOU
3.10 -C.OO OJ.OO O.COuOO
3.14 -0.00 OJ.OO O.COOOO
3.07 * -0.00 ' OJ.OO O.COOOO
3.13 -0.00 OJ.OO O.COUOO
3.04 -ii.OO Oj'.OO O.LOOOO
3.10 -0.00 00.00 O.COUOO
i.86 '-C.OO OJ.OJ O.LOOOO
3.11 -C.OO OJ.OJ O.COOOO
3.13" -0.00" OJ.OO O.C0684
3.10 -0.00 OJ.OJ O.C0547
3.11 -0.00 OJ.OO O.C0035
3.06 -C-.OO OJ.OO O.C017S
C.OO" 00.00 OC.OJ O.COOOO
3.11 -0.00 OJ.OO O.COuOO
o.oo ' 'oo.oo oo.oo o.coooo
3.12 -C-.OO OJ.OO O.COuOO
0.00 00.00 OJ.OJ O.COOOO"
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O.COOOO
0.00 00.00 OJ.OO O.COUOO
3.11 -C.OO 00.00 O.COUOO
O.UO 00.00" 00.00 O.LJOOO
3.09 -0.00 00.00 O.COOOO
3.'13 " -u.OO O'VOO O.tOOOO"3.0' -o.oo o:.oo o.coooo
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O.lOOOO
3.02: -c.oo o-j.oo o.couoo
3.09 -0.00 OJ.OO O.COOOO


























































































THE f L A i T J C Furur.T IS
Trtf ULA5T IC ENE"(iY IS
'ME T O T A L E.iEur.r 15
THE APPLIED LOAO IS
00.1 I4217E-03
00.4lHlObE*02
OO. I76027E.03FOW A LOAU OF 00.219292E«05
THIS IS INChEMENl 3 - 3 Of 4
219?9.119ftlti£ ItiC, LUHI) IS 411.0105
64
TADLE Vni. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
STATF «AP STEP 4 - 1
3 3 1 . 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
3 1 3 3 2
1 1 1 1 1
C.0177S741 J. 00000000 0.




G. 011029-,! -.0002274? 0.
G. 00800872 -.00028191 0.
0.002757-1 0.00000000 0.




0.30148J43" -.00001212 " 0.




































































.00000000 0.012327bb 0.00000000 0.01097771 0.00000000 0.010073OO 0.
.00000000 " O.OOH3S327 0.00000000 0.00003598 0.00000000 0.00777987' 0.
.00018520 0.01433/00 0.00011287 0.01224738 -.000040B9 0.01103098 -.
.00013178 O.OUn7ot>53 -.OOOLISoS 0.00835217 -.000138-0 I). 00800991 -.
. OOOIJ'fS 0.017/5/-1 0.0003/'b60 O.OI4320bb 0.0002-bbJ O.Ol^-3-Oo -.
.00024414 0.00931«BH -.0002A239 0.00877oal -.0002bo«l 0.008J2oob -.
•0002O729 0.007bb3l2 -.00028247
1NC«EMENT4L DI3PLACKMENTS " " ~"
.00000000 O.OOIoSJJ- 0.00000000 0.00145122 O.OOOOOOOO 0.00132S86 0.
.OOOUOOOO 0.0010BIB4 0.00000000 0.001030/2 0.00000000 0.00100108 0.
.00012525 0.00^ 14.50 0.00009041 0.001bJ971 O.OOU0273/ 0.00146643 -.
.00001-37 0.001UV05 -.00001550 0.0010oC02 -.000015O9 0.0010300O -.
.00001b4<! 0.00275/41 0.00021937 0.00211943 0.00018018 0.00170-50 0.
.0000<;lb3 """0.00122044 -.00002838 0.00114103 -.00002899 " 0.00107479 -.
.00003431 0.0009B041 -.00003275
INCHEMENTAL FORCES
110.2 0.0 -44.1 -0.0 -113.2 -0.0
19.1 -0.0 16.7 -0.0 0.3 -0.0






































































1.412328 0.000000 1.610978 0.000000
2.408353 . 0.000000 2.608036 0.000000
1.214537 00.200113 1.412247 00.199959
2.2087o7 00.1998b4 "2.40b3S2 00.199tib2"
1.017757 00.400327 1.214321 00.400246


























































































































































































. 29SOE* 0 1 — (/
































































































































































0. 7hB^t *030 .01



















































































. /43Jt »0 J






























































2 /92£* 1 0
<;ulot * 10











7 d 3 E * 1 U
"3 -£.10











TABLE VIII. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
SAMPLE PHOdLEN .1 EXPANSION OF A THICK HALL TUBF
NEL EP. ET
STRAIN ELEMENT DATA
EHZ LR LI LT LI
STEP
TL
1 .08324 00.06673 -0.01818 0.01519 0.00092 0.00000 0.9d?3 1.0004 1.0155 1.0009 0.9823
2 .14804 00.11343 -0.01030 0.01340 O.OOOSb O.OOOD4 0.9B39 1.0006 1.0137 1.0006 0.4(134
3 .34626 00.06665 -0.00454 0.00456 -0.00020 -0.00020 "0.9405 0.9448 1.0047 0.4948 0.9905
4 .280.13 00.13336 -0.0116S 0.0106? O.OOOSb 0.00043 0.9BH6 1.0006 1.0108 1.0000 0.9886
5 .47832" 00.06665 -O.OOO8? 0.00798 -0.00020 -0.00020 0.4433 0.999H 1.0081 0.9948 0.9932""
6 .S447S 00.133?* -0.00014 0.007.10 -0.0003- -0.00003 0.49.19 0.9495 1.0074 0.9445 0.4434
7 .74370 00.0666? -0.00-.5S 0.00543 -O.OOOoS -O.OOOOH 0.4455 0.4993 1.0060 0.4443 0.9955
8 .677.15 00.13325 -0.00-44 O.OOO35 -0.00034 0.00008 0.4450 0.499S 1.00O4 0.4995 0.9950
9 .87b48 U0.06b6? -0.00373 0.003?2 -0.00065 -0.00004 0.9463 0.4443 1.0053 0.9443 0.4463
10 .44241 00.113?5 -0. 00.151 0.00441 -0.00066 0.00003 0.9965 0.9993 1.0050 0.9993 0.9965
U" "2.1-2JO 00.0006? -0.00<?04 0.00418 -0.00068"-d. 00007 0.4473 0.4493 1.0042 0.4943 0.4473
12 2.075*1 00.133?4 -0.00240 0.00-40 -0.00066 0.00002 0.4471 0.4493 1.0044 0.9993 0.9471
13 2.27531 00. 0066? -0.0022? 0.00379 -O.OOOOB -0.00007 0.4478 0.4993 1.0038 0.9943 0.4478
14 2.341-.? 00.13324 -0.0020H 0.003o2 -0.00064 -0.00001 0.4479 0.4493 1.003O 0.9943 0.9979
15" " 2.5-1-7 00.0*66? -O.OOI3-. O.OOJ?0 -0.00071 -0.00007 0.49O4 0.4443 1.0032 0.9443 0.94B4
16 2. -.7441 00.1.1324 -0.0017? 0.00332 -0.00064 -0.00001 0.9483 0.4993 1.0033 0.4993 0.9983
17 2Tb74rTl 0~OT00"662 -0.0012H 0.00246"~-0".0007I~-iJ. 00007~0. 9487 0.4443 1.0030 0.9443 0.9987
IB 2.7-114 00.1332i -0.00121 0.00286 -0.00072 -0.00003 0.9988 0.4993 1.0029 0.9443 0.49B8
"14 2.94C48 00.0*66? -O.OOC40 0.00260 -0.00064 -O'.OOCOb 0.4991 0.4493 1.0026 0.9993 0.4991
20 2.874)7 00.13324 -0.0004V 0.0020M -0.00072 -0.00001 0.9490 0.4493 1.0027 0.4943 0.9990
21 .08328 00.33159 -0.0l7b4 0.0132? 0.00071 -0.00021 -0.48?8 1.0007 1.0156 1.0007 0.9828
22 .1-8*7 00.20685 -O.OleSo O.J1343 O.OOOOO -0.00074 0.9B39 1.0007 1.0137 1.0007 0.9839
23 ,34b.l3 00.33337 -0.00957 0.00461 -O.O0021 -0.00035 0.9906 0.9998 1.0048 0.9946 0.9906
24 .28037 00.20677 -O.Ol tbS O.U1004 O.OOOOO -0.00094 0.98B6 1.0007 1.0106 1.0007 0.4885
25 .47837 00.33322 -0.00710 0.00802 -0.00021 0.00011 0.4430 0.9998 l.OObl 0.4448 0.9930
26 .54477 00.26654 -O.OOol-. 0.00738 -O.OOOOO -0.00017 0.4439 0.4994 1.0075 0.9944 0.9939
27 .74372 00.33313 -0.00474 0.00344 -0.00057 0.00008 0.99S3 0.9444 1'. 01160 0.9444 0.9953
28 .67737 00.26651 -0.00444 0.00636 -0.00060 -0.00006 0.4450 0.9494 1.0064 0.9444 0.9950 .
• 24 .87648 00.33312 -0.0038o 0.005?2 -0.00057 0.00007 0.9961 0.4994 1.0053 0.4944 0.94O1
30 .4-240 00.26644 -0.00351 0.00491 -0.00065 -0.00007 0.9465 0.9443 1.0044 0.4493 0.9965
31 2.14229 00.33311 -0.00271 0.00417 -0.00065 O.OC002 0.9473 0.9993 1.0042 0.9943 0.9973
32 2.075H1 00.26644 -0.00290 0.00439 -O.OOObS -0.00008 0.9471 0.4493 1.0044 0.9943 0.9971
33 2.27529 00.33311 -0.00226 O.OOJ78 -0.00065 0.00000 0.9977 0.9993 1.0038 0.9493 0.9977
34 2.341*2 00.20648 -0.00208 0.00362 -0.00064 -0.00007 0.4479 0.9993 1.0036 0.9993 0.9979
J5 2.54145 00.33310 -0.00134 0.00319 -0.00070 -0.00002 0.9464 0.4993 1.0032 0.9943 0.9984
36 2.47440 00.26648 -0.00172 0.00332 -0.00064 -0.00007 0.4483 0.9993 1.0033 0.4993 0.9983
37 2.67459 00.33310 -0.00133 0.00296 -0.00070 -0.00002 0.9987 0.4993 1.0030 0.9993 0.9987
38 2.7-117 00.23648 -0.00121 0.00286 -0.00072 -0.00006 0.4488 0.9943 1.0029x0.9493 0.9988
34 2.4-096 00.33310 -0.00084 0.00259 -0.00072 -0.00001 0.4441 0.4443 1.002o 0.4443 0.9991
40 2.87436 00.26648 -0.00047 0.00267 -0.00072 -O.OOOOS 0.4940 0.9993 1.0027 0.4943 0.9990
0.00 -0.00 00.00 0.01039
0.00 00.00 00.00 O.OOB33
3.12 -0.00 00.00 0.00223
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00413
"3.11 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.14 -0.00 00.00 O.UOOOO
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00000
3.11 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00000
3.11 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
o.oo oo.oo do.no o.ooooo
3.09 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.13 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O.UOOOO
3.13 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.03 -0.00 00.00 O.UOOOO
3.08 -0.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
2.87 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.04 -0.00 CO. 00 O.uOOOO
3.13 -0.00 00.00 O.U0443
3.10 -0.00 00.00 0.00037
3.10 -0.00 00.00 O.u0<!31
3.07 -0.00 00.00 0.00-14
o.oo oo.oo co. oo o.ooooo
3.11 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00000
3.13 -0.00 UO.OO 0.00000
o.oo oo.oo oo.oo o.Joooo
3.12 -0.00 CO. 30 0.00000
o.oo oo.oo oo.oo o.Joooo
3.11 -0.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00000
3.04 -0.00 00.00 0.00000
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O . u O O O O
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
3.12 -0.00 CO. 00 O.uOOOO
3.01 -0.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O . u O O O O








































ELE EL. Erf. OEN PLS EN. DEN TOT EN. OEN HYDRO. TENS. ELE EL. EN. OEN PLS EN. DEN
1 00.S43a4E.02 00.10854E-03 00.10289E-03 -O.I2133E-04 2 00.b3525E.02 OO.eo534E»02
3 00.4ol-)2f»J2 00.2P744E-02 00.684SOE-02 -0.26010E-02 4 00.47772E-02 00.42163E-02
5" 00.42433E-02 O.E-OG 00.4?453E»02 00.902-14t»03 6 00.35794E«02 O.t-00
7 00.2191ot>0? O.c-00 00.21913E-02 00.o53S3c.03 8 00.2S537E-02 O.E-00
9 OO.I6293F-0? u.c-00 00.1b?43E«02 00.73163E-03 10 00.14424E-02 O.c -00
11 00.9421KC-01 I'.c-OO 00.99?1B£.01 00.6934/E-03 12 00.11100E.02 O.E-00
13 00.73744E-01 O.F-00 00.76744£.01 00 .7O207E-03 14 00.7133SE.01 O.c-00
15 00.53S*9t>3| O.E.OO OO.S3SS9E-01 00.7S42OE-03 16 00.58414E-01 O.E-00
" " 1 7 00.45110E-0] O.E-00 00.4SUOE-01 OO.fllb4lE-03 18 00.4lH35E.01 O.c-00
19 00 .34070E-01 O.E-'JO 00.34070E-01 00 .8468uE-03 20 00.3622eE*01 O.E-00
21 00.538-7c»0? 00.10396E-03 00. I3780E-03 -0.43S47E«03 ?2 00.33311E.02 OO.O64Z5E-02
~ " 25 00.444-.1E-02 O.E-00 00.44481E.02 00.70017E-03 ' 26 00.3S884E.02 O.E-00
27 00.22561E-02 O. ' -OJ 00.22561E.02 OO.S79Sot-03 ?8 00.25587E.02 O.E-00
29 00. 1663lc»G? 0.t*(JO OC.l6651E.O^ 00.6802ot'*03 30 00.14421E.02 O^E»00
31 00.94274E.01 O.E»uO 00.49274E.01 00.64412E»03 32 00. 1 1045E-.02 O.E«00
33 00.7H9ME.01 O.E 'OO 00.78461E«01 00.74324E.03 34 00;71247E»01 O.£»00
35 00.533h7E«Ol O.E-00 00.53367c.01 00.7604J£.03 36 00.5B34SE-01 O.E-00
37 00.450'5BE-01 O.E-00 • 00.4S058E-01 00. 7B644E-03 38 00.41740E.Ol O.E-00
39 00.3.1013E-01 O.E-00 00.33813E-01 00.81732E-03 40 00.36134E-01 O.E-00
- " ' ^ -
THE ELASTIC ENEHGY IS 00.163290E«03
THE PLASTIC FNEKO» is oo.74354iE-oa
THE TOTAL tilE^GV IS 00.?37(,45E-03FOK A LOAD OF 00.240409E-OS
THIS IS INCREMENT 4 - 1 OF 4
THE APPLIED LOAD IS 24090. 8534THE INC. LOAU IS 2161.6638
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"SCALED STEP
66
TABLE VIII. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
u











































































































SAMPLE PROBLEM .1 EXPANSION
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vin. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
SAHPLE PHOBLEM .1 EUPANMON OF 1 THICK «ALL TUtiE
NEL HC zc ER ET EZ
STRAIN ELEMENT DATA
ERZ LR L2 LT LI LZ
STEP
TL tPtO NEL
~" 1"~ 1. 08361" 00.06674 -0.01075 "0.01552 "O'.OOIOS 0.00000 0.9818 1.0011 1.0159 1.0011 0.9818
2 1.149IH 00.13345 -O.OI09H 0.01369 0.0006S 0.00066 0.9634 1.0007 1.0I-.0 1.0007 0.9834
3 1.34652 J0.0666S -0.009vO 0. 00975 -U.UOOlb -0.00021 0.9902 0.9998 1.0099 0.9998 0.9902
4 1.2riOo2 00. 133.16 -0.0120S 0.010B3 0.00065 0.00043 0.9BB2 1.0007 1.0110 1.0007 0.9882
5 1747875 00'.Oo66S~;oY00697~ 0.00613 -0.00018 -0.00021 0.9931 0.9998 1.0082 0.9998 0.9931
6 1. 544x7 00.13329 -O.OOO27 0.00750 -0.00054 -0.00004 0.9938 0.9995 1.007e 0.9995 0.9938
" 7 ' 1.743«9 00.06662 -0.00465 0.00004 '-0.00066 -0.00009 0.99V 0.9993 1 .0061 Q.tvt3 0.9954
d 1.677S5 00.13325 -0.00510 0.00047 -O.OOOS4 0.00008 0.9949 0.9995 1.0065 0.9995 0.99-.9
9~~ 1.87eo7 60-.06662 -0.00:i8l 0.00531 -O.U0066 -0.00009 0^9962 0.9993 1.005" 0.9993 0.9962''
10 1.943C8 00.13324 -0.0035H 0.00501 -0.00067 0.00003 0.9964 0.9V93 1.0050 0.9993 0.9964
~Tl Z7T-24S o"0".Or,662^o;oo27s~'0'.'00..;>S -0. 0006T-0. 00007 U.9973 0.9993 1.0043"0.9993 0.9973""
12 2.07S-.8 00.1332" -D. 00296 0.00448 -0.00067 0.00002 0.9971 0.9993 1.0045 0.9993 0.9971
13 2.275-n" 00.0o662 -0.0022n 0.003HO -0.00069-0.00007 0.9977 0.9993 1.0039 0.9993 0.9977"
14 2.3"1,.-1 00.13324 -0.00212 0.003o9 -0.00070 -0.00001 0.9979 0.9993 1.0037 0.9993 0.9979
15 2.5-lt.2" 00.0A662 -O.OOloi" 0.00325 -0.00073 -0.00007 0.9984 0.999.1 1.0033 0.9993 0.9904 "
16 2.475;h 00.13324 -0.00175 0.0033O -0.00070 -0.00001 0.9983 0.9993 1.0034 0.9993 0.9983 -
T7 2. 6747-> 00.0o'6~62 -O.OOl'Jl OTo'0302 -0.00073 -0.00007 0.99"o7~iT;><993 1.0030 0;99'93~ d ."9987
18 2.741.13 00.1332- -0.00121 0.00291 -0.00073 -0.00003 0.9988 0.9993 1.0029 0.9993 0.9988
19" 2.94112 00.06662 -O.OOO^?" 0 .00265-0.00070 -0.0000' 0.9991 0.9993 1 .0027" 0. 9993 0.9991 ""
25 2.«74bl 00.13324 -0.00099- 0.00273 -0.00073 -0.0000.1 0.9990 0.9993 1.0027 0.9993 0.9990
21 " 1. 08 3o'5 00.33362 -0.01911 0.01555 "0.00078 -0.00022 0.9024 1.0008 1.0159 1.0008 0.9824
22 1. 149*2 00.26687 -0.01O98 0.01373 0.00075 -0.00076 O.JB34 1.0008 1.0140 1.0008 0.9834
23 1.346t,.j 00.31339 -0.00987 0.00981 -0.00017 -0.00036 0.9903 0.9998 1.0100 0.9998 0.9903
24 .28006 00.26679 -0.0l205 0.01087 0.00075 -0.00097 0.9882 1.0008 1.0110 1.0008 0.9881
25 .478*0 00.33322 -0.00735 "0.00017 -0.00017 0.00012 0.99P7 0.9998 1 ,0083~0.9990 0.9927"
2b .544,9 00.26654 -0.00627 0.00751 -0.00061 -0.00019 0.9938 0.9994 1.0076 0.9994 0.9933
27 .74392 00.33313-0.00484 0.00605 -0.00058"' 0.00008 0.9952 0.9994 1.0061 0.9994 0.9952"
28 .67757 JO. 26651 -0.00510 0.00648 -0.00061 -0.00007 0.99"9 0.9994 1.0065 0.9994 0.9949
29 .S7667 00.33312 -0.0039o 0.00531 -0.00056 6.00007 0.9961 0.9994 1.005" 0.9994 0.9961
30 .943:3 00.26649 -0.00358 0.00500 -0.00066 -0.00007 0.9964 0.9993 1.0050 0.9993 0.9964
~31 2.14245 00.33311 -0.00277"" 0.00425 -u. 00066 0.00001 0.9972 0.9993 1.0043 0.9993 0.9972
32 2.075>d 00.26649 -0.00296 0.00448 -0.00066 -O.OOOOrt 0.9971 0.9993 1.0045 0.9993 0.9971
~"3~3 '2.27545 "Ob;333l"0 "-0. 00231 " 0.00335 -0.00066~0. 00000 0.9977 0.9993 1.0039 0.9993 0 .9977" "
34 2.341^7 00.26646 -0.00212 0.003oO -0.00070 -0.00007 0.9979 0.9993 1.0037 0.9993 0.9979
35 27541M) 00.33310"~-lUOblb.1 07o"6325 -0.0007r"-0.00002 "0.9984" 0.9993 1.0033 0.9993 0.9984
36 2.475^5 00.26643 -0.00175 0.00338 -0.00070 -0.00000 0.9983 0.9993 1.003" 0.9991} 0.9982
"37 Z. 67473 00.33309 -0.00136 0.003111 -0.00071-0.00002 0.9986 0.9993 1.0030 0.9993 0.9986
38 2.7"lj8 00.26647 -0.00123 0.00291 -0.00073 -0.00007 0.9988 0.9993 1.0029 0.9993 3.9988
"39 2.94110 00.33309 -0.00091 0.00264 -0.00074 '-0.00001 0.9991 0.9993 1.0026 0.9993 0.9991
40 2.674S1 00.26647 -0.00099 0.00272 -0.00073 -0.00005 0.9990 0.9993 1.0027 0.9993 0.9990
ELE EL. E'<. DEN PLS EN. DEN TOT EN. DEN MYORO. TENS. ELE EL. EN. DEN PLS EN. DEN
1 00.549<?2E»02 00.1l40Gt'03 OO.l6H92E'03 -0.12767E*04 Z 00.54057E.02 00.91032E-02
3 00.464ib£«02 00.25526E'02 00.71961E-02 -0.102B4E-03 4 00.48095E-02 00.45706E-02
5 00.4471SI':-02 O.E-00 00.44715E-02 00.923B5E-03 6 00.37250E-02 O.E-00
7 00.22777E-')2 O.E-00 00.22777E-02 00.66232E-03 8 00.26S56E.02 O.E-00
9 00.16933E-02 u.E-00 " "00.16930E'02 00.74211E-03 "" " 10 00. 14994E.02 O.E'OO
11 00.10304?'02 O . E ' O O 00.10304E'02 00.70281E'03 12 00.11530E-02 O.E-00
13 00.81741E'U1 C.E'OO " 00.81741E.01 00.773S4£.03 14 00. 74040t'«01 O.E'OO
15 00.555'-*«.E*f»l C.E 'OO OO.S5594E»Ol 00.76S93E-03 16 00.60607E-01 O.fc 'OO
17 00.467hOt-01 O.E-00 00.467BOE-01 00.8302o£-03 18 00.43381E-01 O.E'OO
19 00.353^3E-01 O.E-00 00.35323E-01 OO.H6249E«03 • 20 00.37559E.01 O.E-00
21 00.542'»5E-02 OO.IOH/6E-03 00.16106E-03 -0.96619E-03 '"• ' 22 OO.S3823E-02 00.91S04t'-02
23 00.4o3^1E-0? 00.26H7E-02 00.7244liE-02 -0.16244E-02 24 00.48243E-02 00.46399E-02
2 5 00.44636I!-02 00.21754E-01 00.46oll£«0£ 00.65969E«03 " 2 6 00.37346E«02 O.E-00
27 00.2J4l-.E-02 O .E 'OO OC.2343OE-02 00.55779E-03 28 00.26606E.02 O.E-00
29 OO.I73' jOE«02 C.E-00 00.17300E-0^ 00.6il665E-03 30 00.149B5E-02 O.E-00
Jl 00.1030iE-02 U.E-00 00.10308E'02 00.703B"E'03 32 00.11524E-02 g.E-00
33 OO.B1971E-01 u.E-00 00.81971E-C1 00.75382E-03 34 00.73946E-01 O.E-00
35 OU.553:>9£-01 O.E-00 OO.S5359F-01 00.77231E-03 36 00.60534£'01 O.E-00
37 00.4ft7^o'i-01 O.E-00 00.467?BE'01 00.79950E-03 3d 00.41280E-01 O.E-00
39 00.3504HE.01 O.E'OO 00.3504oE'01 00.8316/E.03 40 00.37459E.Ol O.E'OO
"
THE ELASTIC ENET.Y IS 00. 1674HOE«03
•THE PLASTIC FNEPUY is 00.794765E-02 ~ "
tME T O T A L E.-.E-fr,* IS 00.246956E-03F01* A LUAU OF 00.243707E-05
THE APPLIED LOAO IS 24170.707 1THE INC. LUAU IS 279.BS38
0.00 -0.00 00.00 O.C1088
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.10875
3. 12 -0.00" 00.00 O.C02S2
0.00 00.00 00.00 U.C0447
3.11 "-oroo oo.oo o.coooo
3.13 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
3.12 -u. 00" 00.00 O . C O O O O
o.oo oo.oo 00.60 o.coooo
3.11 -0.00 ' 00.00 O . C O O O O
0.00 00.00 00.00 O.COOOO
3.11 -O.UO 00.00 0. lOOOO
0.00 00.00 Oil. 00 O . C O O O O
3,09 -0.00 00.03 O . C O O O O
3.13 -0.00 00.00 o . iOOOO
3.07 " -0.00" "00.00 O.COOOO
3.13 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
3.08 -0.00 00.03 O . C O O O O
"2.87 -li.UO 00.00 O . C O O O O
3,09 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
3.13" -0.00" 00.00 O.C1037
3.10 -O.UO 00.00 O.C0079
3.10 -0.00 00.00 O.X0253
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O.C04S3
"0 .00 "00.00 "00.00 O.C0022
3.11 -0.00 00. 00 O.COOOO
o . o o " oo.oo "oo .oo o.coouo
3.13 -C.OO OO.OO O . C O O O O
o.oo oo.oo oo.oo o. 1.0000
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
0.00" 00.00 ""00.00 O . C O O O O
3.11 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
6.00 ' 00.00 00". 00 O . C O U O O
3.09 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
3.12 -o;bo o'oVci" o .coooo
3.01 -0.00 00.00 O.COOOO
3.11 -0.00 "00.00 O.COOOO
3.01 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O
2.95 -0.00 00.00 O . C O O O O




































































































































































































































































































































































" 2.409177 00.199850 "
1.21633d 00.400443
~2'."2"09649 007399711

























































































































U t U. 1 /bit: -
07 0.1(371-
69
TABLE Vm. - Continued. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 EXPANSION OF A THICK »ALL TUBE
NEL SC ET EZ
STRAIN ELEMENT DATA



















































































.06677 -0.0?116 0.01649 0.00158 0.00000
.13351 -0.0190-) 0.01497 0.00104 0.00074
.06666 -0.01121 0.011)54 -0.00005 -0.00030
.13340 -O.OI3B.1 0.01110 0.00105 U. 00045
.06666-0.00796 O.OOB8T~-0.00005'-0^00030
.13329 -0.00042 0.00iil2 -0.00054 -0.00003
.06662 -0.00501 0.00o52 -0.00071 -0.00007
.13325 -0.00539 0.00699 -0.00074 0.00013
.06662 -0.00411 0.00574 -0.00071 -0.00037
.13324 -0.00391 0.00541 -0.00071 0.00004
.00662" -3. 00244" 0.00459"-!). 000 74" -o.OOOOb
.1J324 -0.00323 0.00443 -0.00071 0.00002
.Oo602 -0.00247 0.0041o -0.00074 -O.OOOOB
.13323 -0.00231 0.00398 -0.00075 -0. 01/001
.06661 -0.00177 0.00351 -0.00078 -0.00008
.13323 -0.00191 0.003o5 -0.00075 -0.00002
.00661 -0.00142 0.00325 -0.0007B -O.OOOOH
.13323 -0.00131. 0.00314 -O.U007d -0.00004
.06662 -0.00130 0.002H5 -0.00075 -O.OOOOB
.13323 -O.OOlOn 0.00244 -0.00078 -0.00002
.33377-0.02022 0.01704 0.0011 1 "-0. 00025
.26699 -0.01939 0.01502 0.00117 -0.00083
."33.147 -0.&11'22 0".~010<>a" 0. 0000 1" -0.0 0040
.2ood« -0.01304 0.01185 0.00116 -0.00110
.33325 -,). 00846 0.00880 0.00001"" O.'OOOIS
.26655 -0.00642 0.00813 -0.00063-0.00027
.33312"-0.0052« 0. 006S4"-0. 00060 "" 0.00007
.26651 -D. 00554 0.00700 -J. 00063 -0.00011
.31311 -0.00434 0.00574 -0.00060" 0.00008
.20648 -0.00341 0.005*0 -0.00070 -O.OOOOH
.33309 -0.00302 0.004S8 -0.00070 0.00001
.20648 -0.00323 0.00483 -0.00070 -0.00009
.3330-) -0.00252 0.00416 -0.00070 -0.00000
.25647 -0.00231 0.00397 -0.00074 -0.00008
.3'33'0"d -O."00177 "0. 00350 0^".0007o -O.OOOU3
.20647 -0.00141 0.00364 -0.00074 -0.00009
.3.1338 -0.0014H 0.00325 -0.00076-0.00002
.2*646 -O.OOJ34 0.00313 -0.00079 -O.OOOU8
.33308 -0.00099 0.00244 -0.00079 -0.00002




















































































































































































































































































































































































O.E»00 00.26561F..02 00 . 72635E-03


















IS 00.2899HlE«03f 0* A LOAD OF 00
THIS IS INCREMENT » - 3



















































































































































IS 25521. 2146THE INC. LUAU IS 1150.5275
SCALED STEP
70





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































O.b l lb t 'O/ 0
O.JIbOt'07 0
O.Jb46L'0' 0











































TABLE Vin. - Concluded. SAMPLE PROBLEM (4) - OUTPUT
SAMPLE PH08LEM .1 E»PANiIONOF_^ THICK WALL TUBE STEP * OF
- - " ""• " S T R A I N ELEMENT DATA """ '*'
NEL HC K ER ET El ERZ L« L2 LT LI LZ
1 .085JO 00.06677 -0.02121 0.01702 0.00154 0.00000 0.4794 1.0016 1.017S 1.0016 0.9794
2 .15072 00.13351 -O.OI<"13 0.01500 0.00105 0.00074 0.4ol4 1.0011 1.0153 1.0011 0.4614
3~ .34771 00.01606 -0.01124 0.01061 -0.00005 -0.00030 0.4640 1.0000 l.OlOa 1.0000 0.48B9
4 .281*1 00.13340 -0.01387 0.01182 0.00105 0.00045 0.9664 1.0011 1.0120 1.0011 0.9864
5 .47478" 00.06666 -0.00748 0.00882 -0^00005 -0.00030 0.4421 1.0000 1.0084 1.0000 0.9921
6 .5.5-.S 00.1*124 -0.0004.. 0.00x13 -0.00033 -0.00003 0.44U 0.4945 1.0082 0.9445 0.9*31
7 .74.76 00.0*662 -0.00502 0.006S3 -0.00071 -0.00007 0.9450 0.4993 1.006O 0.4993 0.9950
8 .67846 00.13325 -0.00560 0.00700 -0.00053 0.00013 0.4*-.4 0.4995 1.0071 0.4995 0.9944
9 .877.9 00.0666? -0.00»l4 0.00575 -0.00071 -0.00007 0.9V59 0.9993 1.0056 0.9993 0.9954
10 .9.3.^4 00.13324 -0.00142 0.005-1 -0.00071 0.00004 0.44O1 0.9993 1.0055 0.4943 0.9461
11 2.14321 00.06662 -0.00)00 0.00400 -0. 00074 -0.00008 0.4*70 0.9443 1.004D 0.4443 0.4970
12 2 .07674 00.13124 -0.00324 0.004d4 -0.00071 0.00002 0.9968 0.9993 1.0049 0.4993 0.9468
13 2.27618 00.06662 -0.00247 0.00417 -0.00074 -0.00008 0.9975 0.9993 1.0042 0.9943 0.4975
14 2.34238 00.13323 -0.0023? 0.00348 -0.00075 -0.00001 0.9977 0.9992 1.0040 0.9442 0.4977
15 2.54228 00.06661 -0.00177 0.003S1 -0.00076 rO. 00008 0.9*82 0.9992 1.0035 0.9492 0.9982
16 2.47573 00.13323 -0.0019J 0.003*3 -0.00075 -0.00002 0.9981 0.9992 1.0037 0.4942 0.9981
17 £.'67540 00.06661 -0.001"? 0.00326 -0.00078 -O.OOOOB 0.9*86 0.9942 1.0033 0.4992 0.9986
TIB 2.74147 00.13321 -0.00134 0.00314 -0.00078 -0.00004 0.49H7 0.4992 1.0032 0.9942 0.9987
14* ""2.94175 00.06662 -0.00100 0.00286 -0.00075 -0.00008 0.9*90 0.9943 1.0029 0.4943 0.9990 "
20 2.87514 00.13323 -0.00108 0.0029-. -0.00078 -0.00002 0.4489 0.9992 1.0030 0.9942 0.9989
21 .08536 00.33377 -0.0?02o 0.01707 0.00112 -0.00025 0.4803 1.0011 1.0175 .0011 0.9803
22 .15078 00.26644 -0.01413 0.01505 0.00117 -0.00083 0.9614 1.0012 1.0154 .0012 0.9814
23 .34783 00.31348 -0.01124 0.01070 0.00001 -0.00040 0.9o89 1.0000 1.0109 .0000 0.4889
24 .28197 00.26688 -0.01387 0.01187 0.00117 -0.00110 0.9864 1.001? 1.0121 .0013 0.9863
25 .479^7 00.33325 -0.00844 0.00888 0.00001 0.00016 0.9916 1.0000" 1.0090 .0000 0.9916
26 .343*6 00.26655 -0.0064. 0.00614 -0.0006J -0.00027 0.4931 0.9944 1.0082 0.9494 0.4931
27 .7.474 00.31312 -0.0052" 0.00655 -0.00060 0.00007 6.9948 0.9994 1.0066 0.9994 0.994B
28 .678*8 00.26651 -0.00560 0.00701 -0.00063 -0.00011 0.9444 0.4444 1.0071 0.4994 0.9944
24 1.6)'7»4 00.33311 -0.00.34 0.00373 -0.00060 0.00008 0.4S3/ 0.4494 1.003H 0.4444 0.4457
30 1.943.16 00.26648 -0.00392 0.00541 -0.00070 -0.00008 0.4961 0.9993 1.0055 0.9943 0.4961
~3I 2.1»314~"00.33304 -0.00303" 0.00<.59"-o;00070 " 0.00001 "0.9970 0.9993 1.0040 0.9493 0.4470"
32 2.07674 00.2*648 -0.00324 0.00484 -0.00070 -0.00004 0.4468 0.9993 1.0049 0.4493 0.4968
— 33 2.27616 "'00.33304 -0.00251 0.00416 -0.00070 -0.00000 0.4975 0.9993 1.0042 0.4993 0.9975
34 2.342->7 00.266.7 -0.0023? 0.00398 -0.00075 -O.OOOOB 0.4977 0.4993 1.0040 0.9*43 0.4477
—35 2:54226 — Oo;33303~-0."00178 "O.~00350~0.00076 -0.00003" OV9482 0.4492 1.0035 0.4492 0.9962" ~
3t> 2.47572 00.26647 -0.00141 0.00365 -0.00075 -0.00004 0.4481 0.4493 1.0037 0.4493 0.9981
37 " 2.67538 00.33307 -0.0014.* 0.003?S -0.0007O -0.00002 0.4*85 0.949? 1.0633 0.4492 0.9965
38 2.741*5 00.26646 -0.00134 0.00314 -O.U0074 -0.00008 0.4487 0.999? 1.0032 0.9992 0.4987
"39 "2.94172 00.33308 -0.00099 0.00283 -O.U0079 -0.00002 0.9990 0.9992 1.0029 0.9942 0.9940
40 2.87513 00.26646 -0.00108 0.00294 -0.00079 -0.00006 0.9989 0.9442 1.0030 0.9992 0.9989
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0.00 -0.00 00.00 O.OU07
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.01063
3.11 -0.00 00.00 0.00372
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3.10 -0.00 00.00 0.01070
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J.07 -0.00 00.00 O.JOolS
0.00 00.00 00.00 0.00124
3.10 -0.00 00.00 0.00002
0.00 00.00 00.00 O.uOOOO
3.12 -0.00 00.00 O . v O O O O
0.00 00.00 03.00 O.uuuOO
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3.12 -0.00 00.00 O. lOOOO 35
3.07 -0.00 00.00 O . tOoOO
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ELE EL. EN. OEN PLS EN. DEN TOT EN. OEN Hrono. TENS. ELE EL. EN. OEN PLS EN. OEN
" ' r00.574.1E«02 00.13«48E«01 00.1*542F«03 -0". 1S02SE«04 "2 00.56S07E-02 00.11198E.03
3 00.47535E«'J2 00.379*1E«02 00.85576K«02 -0.3434SE»03 4 00.49709E«02 00.62620E*02
3~<rO".43"40?e»0? 00.94?06E«Ol 00.54823E.02 00. 74523E*03 6 00.4«.254£.02 00. 16451t»00
7 00.266.3F.O? O.E.OO 00.26643O02 00.72730E»03 8 00.3l«»6E«02 O.E'OO
* 00. 1*S-38E*0? J.E.OC G0.148S8E»02 00.74560E + 03 10 00.17660E.02 O.E.OO
11 00.120-5E.02 O.E'OO 00.120o5E'02 00.74641E«03 12 00.13SS2E»02 O.E'OO
""13 00.95776^.01" O.E.OO '" " 00.9S77oE«01 00.62438E«03 " 14 00.86764t.01 O.E'OO
15 00.<bSO"2E«01 O .c 'OO 00.65002E.01 OO.HIM04E.03 16 00.70911E.01 O.E»00
I7"00.346??E".Ol — IJ.E'OO 00.34o22£.01 OG.6*204E»03 18 00.506J6E«Ol . O.t 'OO
19 00.412'' Of* 01 O.E.O!) 00.41?OOE»01 00.4J266E*03 20 00.43801t*01 O.E*00
21 00.563ioE«0? 00.11074E.01 00. 1871 7f03 -0.1047*E«04 ' 22 00.561 78E. 02 00.11251E.03
23 00..7473E.O? OU.38444F..02 00.66<-22E.02 -0.23132E«03 24 00.44820E.02 00.63S04E»02
" 25 00.4S410E.02 00.1^553E»02 00.57963E.02 00.4»HH1E«03 " 26 00.44421f02 00.17050E»00
24 00.20417E.O? O.t'.OC 00.2041 7£. 02 00.7223iL«03 30 00. 1 7*50E«02 O.E'OO
31 00.1?110E»0? O.E 'OO 00.12110E«02 OC.74-.3JE.03 32 00.13S4'7E«C'2 O.E'OO
33 00.4S1 /l^.lll U.F»00 00.46171E.01 00.744o7E»03 34 00.6O645E.01 O.E»00
35 00.6-.7I7E.Q1 " .E 'OO 00.64717E.01 OU.B24B8E«03 36 00.70614t*01 O.E'OO
37 00.545o*E»01 i.E'OO 00.54564E.01 00.635l3E»03 38 00.50508t.01 O.E'OO
39 00.408ulE.01 O.E.OO 00.4084lt~.01 OO.H4574E.03 40 00.43o72t.01 O.E-00
THE ELASTIC ENERGY IS OO.laSB77E«03
"THE PLASTIC ENF-M is oo.i(J4994E.o3
Tht TOTI.L E'lEWI' IS 00.?90H75E.03FUH A LUftU OF 00.255404E.05
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